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Abstract 

This thesis investigates a case of upper-middle class, private patronage in Melbourne, 

focusing on three decades between 1840 and 1870. Evidence points to the existence of a 

lively circle of intellectual and artistic activity around the Quaker family of Dr Godfrey 

Howitt and his wife, Phebe, from the Midlands who arrived at the Port Phillip District in 

1840. The presentation of a group of fine, rare colonial water-colours and drawings to 

the National Gallery of Victoria by a direct Howitt descendant, Mrs James Evans in 1989, 

was the point of inspiration for this subject. 

Godfrey Howitt, one of the first experienced medical practitioners in the colony, had 

much in common with the Superintendent of Port Phillip. Their friendship gave the 

Howitts entn5c into the uppermost social circles of the colony. Financially, the family 

prospered due to Howitt's professional practice which insulated them against cconotnic 

downturns and provided a steady accumulation of wealth. 

While as a Quaker, Phebe Howitt had little background in the fine arts, she began to 

exercise patronage in support of her artist friends, most of who arrived with the gold rush 

in I X52. With it came Godfrey Howitt's elder brother, William, a famous English author. 

In London in I X 50, Willian1 and Mary Howitt's daughter, the fen1inist painter and writer, 

Anna Mary, had become engaged to Edward LaTrobe Bateman. A brilliant designer and 

cousin of Superintendent La Trobe, BatCinan introduced the young, still struggling Pre

Raphaclitc artists with whom he was closely associated, to the English Howitts. Arriving 

in Melbourne in l X52, William was followed shortly afterwards by Bateman and two 

artists, including the Pre-Raphaclite sculptor, Thon1as Woolner. The gold rush also 

attracted Eugene von Guerard, and Nicholas Chevalier in due course. In 1856, as a guest 

of the Howitts' on her first Victorian visit, Louisa Anne Meredith, writer, botanical artist 

and social commentator, was introduced to their artistic and literary circle. 

The 1-lowitts' friendship with these artists thus took on a very ditfcrent hue frmn the 

normal patterns of patronage. Beyond con1missioning works of art fi·om artists returning 

empty handed from the gold fields, Phebe Howitt supported thetn in other ways until a 

suffering a catastrophic stroke towards the end of 1856. 
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During that period, the founding of the new Victorian colony's cultural institutions 

became a source of official artistic commissions for the first time. Through friends in 

influential positions like Justice Redmond Barry and Godfrey Howitt, Bateman was 

employed in various design projects for new public buildings and gardens. 

With the purchase of Barragunda at Cape Schanck in 1860, Godfrey Howitt assumed a 

central role as patron. In making the house available to Bateman and his artist friends, he 

and his daughter, Edith Mary, repeated the unusual degree of patronage formerly 

exercised by Phebe Howitt before her illness. By 1869, Woolner, Bateman and Chevalier 

had departed the colony and from 1870, von Guerard was taken up with the National 

Gallery of Victoria. Although succeeding generations of the family tnaintained contact 

with all the artists in their circle, by Godfrey Howitt's death in 1873, the prime years of 

Howitt patronage had passed. 
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Introduction 

They belonged to the Society of Friends and reckoned among their number persons 
distinguished in literature, science and the arts, more particularly poetry and painting. In 
later years they added one more distinguished natne to the roll of Australian explorers. 1 

Amongst the earliest colonists, the Howitt and McCrae families were close for over three 

generations from the early 1840s, half a dozen years or so from the very birth of the Port 

Phillip settlement. Fifteen years on in 1856, as the Howitts' guest on her first visit to 

Victoria, Louisa Anne Meredith, feisty English born author, naturalist, botanical artist 

and colonial commentator, observed Melbourne's public and private life. The Howitts 

belonged to the uppennost social stratum and from their landmark house at the corner of 

Spring and Collins Streets, Meredith noted: "the elegancies and refinements of civilised 

life arc as well understood by the best classes in Victoria, as in Royal Victoria's loyal old 

city itself. .. ". 2 

References by George Gordon McCrae, Louisa Anne Meredith and other sources close to 

the family point to a lively circle of artistic and intellectual activity revolving around the 

Godfrey Howitts, especially in the middle decades of the nineteenth century. These 

observations raise the question as to why the Howitts have not received greater attention 

to date. They were virtually ignored by twentieth century historians until Paul de 

Serville's ground breaking social history of the pre-gold rush colony, Port Phillip 

Gentlemen of 1980. In this analysis, the Howitts' particular position in early colonial 

society is pinpointed. Their progress through the nineteenth century is charted in de 

Serville's sequel, Pound\· and Pedigrees of 1991.3 This lists the family among the upper 

classes and documents their inclusion in Victoria's landed ascendancy. 

Within the last decade, scholars such as Ann Galbally, Brenda Niall, and Anne Neale 

have noted the Howitts' role as supporting cast to the protagonists of their biographics.4 

All this helps to elucidate the family's connection with historic personalities and events. 

However, the extent of the Howitts' own contribution remains to be thoroughly 

1 McCrae, c. I HX6. MS. A 169X. ML., SLNSW. 
2 Meredith, I X61, p. 97. 
1 de Serville, 19XO, pp. 75, 204; 1991, pp. 3, 404, 474. 
4 Niall, 1994; Oalbally, 1995; Neale, 20()). 
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investigated. In more recent Australian scholarship on prominent colonial figures, some 

aspects have emerged of the Howitt family's part in the foundation of the new Victorian 

colony after the discovery of gold and separation from NSW in 1851. Ann Galbally's 

biography of Redmond Barry notes Godfrey Howitt's presence amongst the 'newer 

powerful' figures in Chancellor Barry's first 1853 University Council and as a 

commissioner, again under Barry, of the 1854 Melbourne Exhibition.5 Dr Galbally traces 

the processes by which Lieutenant-Governor Charles LaTrobe and Supreme Court Judge 

Barry with the support of educated intelligentsia within their circle such as Howitt, 

engineered the governmental, judicial and civic functions of the new colony. The growth 

of public patronage in Melbourne through nascent cultural institutions such as the 

Melbourne Public Library and the University of Melbourne is thus well documented. 

However, this research is not matched by our knowledge of private patronage during the 

colony's early years in which much work ren1ains to be done. 

Other contemporary research on artists in the Howitts' Melbourne circle from the 1840s 

onwards has revealed the family's patronage in individual cases during that time. Brenda 

Niall's biography of Georgiana McCrae discusses the role of Godfrey Howitt's wife, 

Phebe, in supporting her friend's artistic and ·financial struggles. 6 It acknowledges the 

singular position of the Howitt household during the gold rushes as a base for artists and 

writers who brought an awareness of the latest trends in the arts from the capital to the 

colony. 

This section of Dr Niall's biography refers in tun1 to research by the present writer on 

rare examples of colonial art acquired by the National Gallery of Victoria in 1989. 

Entitled "Artists in Society: A Melbourne Circle 1850s-1880s", it is based on works by 

Georgiana McCrae, Louisa Anne Meredith and Edward LaTrobe Bateman, presented by 

a direct Howitt descendant, Mrs James Evans.7 This donation was the point of inspiration 

for the present thesis which investigates Howitt patronage of a whole group of significant 

colonial artists and the fmnily's contribution to the culture of Melbourne of the period. 

"Cialbally, 1995, pp. 88, II H. 
r, Niall, 1994. 
7 Clemt:nte, 19X9, pp. 40-57. 
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The primary sources available for such an investigation are copious, the chief repository 

of Howitt related material being the rich collections of Howitt Family Correspondence in 

the State Library of Victoria. Further archival sources relating to Dr Godfrey Howitt's 

correspondence on botanical and entomological interests, as well as papers connected 

with Alfred Howitt's anthropological research, are deposited in the Museum of Victoria. 

Archival material privately held by Howitt family descendants was the source of the 

works of art and related cotTespondence presented to the National Gallery in 1989. The 

remaining material, still in private family hands, has been generously made available to 

the present writer for research purposes. 

Of historical literature on the Howitts, much is in the form of autobiographies by Godfrey 

Howitt's brothers Richard and William, both of whom spent time in the colony, and his 

English sister-in-law, Mary Howitt. Richard Howitt's published account of his four years 

in the Port Phillip District of 1845, was regarded at the titne as the most reliable 

description of Australian life. His older brother, William, published his experiences of 

the Victorian gold rush ( 1852-54), in Land, Labour, and Gold of 1855. While both works 

arc invaluable social histories of the early colony, disappointingly, they contain few 

references to the youngest brother, Godfrey Howitt and his family. During William's 

absence in Victoria, his wife and co-writer, Mary Howitt, observed contemporary English 

society and the latest developments in the London art scene. Her autobiography is a vital 

source of information for the English branch of the Howitt family over the course of the 

nineteenth century. H 

One of the few published sources devoted to Dr Godfrey Howitt appeared in the form of 

an obituary in an issue of The Australian Medical Journal of 1874, following his death in 

December, 1873. The focus is on Howitt's public role and private interests, chiefly in the 

medical and scientific fields to which he made notable philanthropic contributions. 

Mary E. B. Howitt's, "The Howitts of Australia" of 1913 contains biographies of 

Godfrey, Richard and W illiatn Howitt and his son Alfred William, largely relying on the 

published biographical sources discussed above. Apart from Bateman's connection with 

Godfrey Howitt's house, Barragunda, at Cape Schanck, no other artistic connections arc 

x llowitt, I XX9. 
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noted. There is an extensive entry on the Howitts in Henderson's Early Pioneer Families 

of Victoria and the Riverina of 1936. 

The English Howitts are the subjects of two later biographies, both of which contain 

useful background material. Amice Lee, a Howitt descendant, bases her Laurels and 

Rosemary on documentation from three generations of the family including the original 

manuscript of Mary Howitt's autobiography.9 There are only passing references to the 

Australian Howitts. Carl Ray Woodring's biography of William and Mary Howitt, 

Victorian Samplers, probably based on a doctoral thesis, concentrates on their writings 

and the literature of the period but makes no 1nention of the Melbourne Howitts. 10 

The 1-Iowitts are referred to briefly in specialist studies on cultural, social and scientific 

aspects of colonial life. In her analysis of gentility in nineteenth century Melboun1e, 

Penny Russell states: "The Howitts occupied their respectable place in Melbourne 

Society by virtue of occupation rather than family connections". 11 This was, at least 

initially, the case and Russell notes the fatnily's subsequent move via the marriage of 

Godfrey's elder son, Dr William Howitt with Sarah, niece of Georgiana McCrae, into the 

web of familial relationships which linked Melbourne's gentry. 1-Iowever, the Howitts' 

role and position within the colony's upper classes are not investigated further. 12 Other 

studies such as Paul Fox's articles on the development of the natural sciences, 1nention Dr 

Godfrey Howitt's contribution in his particular area of expertise to the organisation of the 

Museum of Natural History's botanical and entomological collections. D Official 

expeditions of geological survey, organised by his nephew, A. W. Howitt, which were 

accompanied by artists, arc discussed in some depth in Bn1ce, C01nstock and McDonald's 

19X2 monograph on von Guerard. This in turn relics on docutnentation in a biography of 

Alfred Howitt, Come Wind, Come Weather of 1971 by a descendant, Mary Howitt 

Walker. 

9 Lee, 1955. 
10 Woodring, 1952. 
11 Russell, 1994, p. 25 
12 Russell, I994, pp. 77, 134-5. 
11 Fox, I 9XX, pp. 14-26; I 9X9, pp. 4 I -51; 2003, pp. 1 13-29. 
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The most recent research in which the question of Howitt patronage is addressed is Anne 

Neale's doctoral thesis on Edward La Trobe Bateman. 14 In the context of Bateman's 

oeuvre, Dr Neale discusses the works of direct Howitt provenance presented by Mrs 

Evans to the National Gallery of Victoria in 1989. She acknowledges the Howitt circle's 

continuing patronage of Bateman over the course of his colonial career by private 

employment and by the award of official commissions through friends in public 

positions, such as Mr Justice Barry. 

The subject of this thesis, the Howitt patronage of a whole group of significant colonial 

artists and the family's contribution to the culture of Melbourne of the period, has not 

been undertaken by research or appeared in published literature to date. 

By the tniddle of the nineteenth century, the Howitts were prominent in Melbourne. 

Intimates of Lieutenant-Governor Charles La Trobe and on calling terms with the 

Hothams, his successors from 1854 at Government House, the Howitts' social circle also 

included a remarkable group of writers, botanists, scientists and intellectuals. The artists, 

Thomas Woolner, Louisa Anne Meredith, Georgiana McCrae, Edward La Trobe 

Bateman, Nicholas Chevalier and Eugene von Guerard all belonged to the same close

knit group of creative and cultivated tigurcs in the tiny colony. As prosperous urban 

professionals, the Howitts on occasion acted towards their artist friends as conventional 

patrons. However, this patronage was also exercised in unusual ways and degrees since it 

often involved social interaction with personal friends. The Howitts' particular 

relationships with the artists and their role in Melbourne's early artistic and intellectual 

life arc exan1ined in this thesis. 

Argument 

As poets, writers, artists and naturalists, the Howitts were known throughout the English 

speaking world in the n1iddle of the nineteenth century. The f~ln1ily were Quakers, 

prominent in the Society of Friends th)tn the Midlands mining county of 

Nottinghamshirc. As writers and translators of popular literature, folk and children's 

tales, poetry and social comn1entary, Godfrey Howitt's older brother, William and his 

wife Mary Howitt, had become household names throughout the British Empire. Their 

1
'
1 Neal!:, 200 I. 
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daughter, Anna Mary, a feminist writer and painter, was one of a sisterhood of artists 

closely connected with the then up-and-coming young iconoclasts, the Pre-Raphaelite 

Brethren. Another brother, Richard, was a minor poet, best known for publishing his 

experiences in 'Australia felix' during in the first years of settlement at Port Phillip. The 

youngest brother, Godfrey Howitt, a medical graduate of Edinburgh University, was 

renowned in Europe as a botanist and entomologist. 

As Quakers, the I-Iowitts, especially Williatn, were unusual in their radicalism and in their 

engagetnent with the greater world of culture, politics and social issues. Nevertheless, 

they belonged to a distinctive culture of social rationalism and energetic philanthropic 

activity which characterised some Quakers and other Dissenting groups such as the 

Unitarians of the industrial Midlands. 15 In their attitudes, the Quaker Howitts were most 

closely aligned with the intellectual refinement and cultural achievements of prominent 

Unitarian citizens of Manchester, many of whom they numbered among their friends. It 

was not by chance that in time, Williatn and Godfrey converted to Unitarianism while 

most of their immediate family members resigned fr01n the Society of Friends over the 

course of the century. 

In the context of this thesis, I shall argue that the Howitts emerged as very individual and 

distinguished exponents of a particular English culture which they exported to the 

Australian colonies in the 1840s and 1 850s. Once in the colony, this transplanted culture 

fell on surprisingly fertile ground. This was in part, at least initially, due to the 

sympathetic personality of the head of govetnment at the Pmi Phillip District, the urbane 

and cultivated Charles La Trobc and his personal circle, with whom they had much in 

common. As a Moravian, La Trobe also came fron1 a background of religious 

nonconformism. The coincidence of shared intellectual interests and experience of 

English Midlands life were the basis of a close and lasting friendship between La Trobe 

and the Howitts. 

Thesis Structure 

The model considered most appropriate for the arrangement of this material is an 

unpublished doctoral thesis submitted by Dr Anne Neale to the University of 

1
" lJglow, 1993, pp. HX, X9 
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Melbourne's Department of Art History, Cinema, Classics and Archaeology. 16 In order 

to encompass the breadth and diversity of artistic media by Edward LaTrobe Bateman 

(also one of the artists discussed in the present thesis), the author successfully organised 

the production by medium. This arrangement permitted a detailed treatment of 

Bateman's work and its stylistic development in tum within each determined field. At 

the same time, it allowed the author to explore significant links between the various 

media while maintaining the sequential order. In the case of the present thesis, the 

organisational complexity lies in dealing with a group of contemporary artists producing 

works simultaneously in different media over a number of decades, involving three 

succeeding generations of the Howitt family. Dr Neale's approach has been adapted to 

the present case since it provides the clarity of structure and flexibility which such a 

subject requires in order to be meaningful. 

11
' Neale, 200 I. 
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Chapter 1 - Howitt Family Background 

Jeffrey said that "most of the Quakers die of stupidity", but the Howitts, constructive 
critics of the Society of Friends, were uncommonly alert members of what Macaulay 
called "the most enlightened generation of the most enlightened people that ever 
existed".17 

The history of the Howitts before their arrival in the colony is central to an understanding 

of the social, intellectual and cultural position which Godfrey Howitt and his family 

established for themselves in the early settlement at Port Phillip. Born in the n1ral mining 

village of Heanor in Derbyshire, England on gth October, 1800, Godfrey was the youngest 

of five sons of Thomas and Phoebe (nee Tantum) Howitt. The family had long been 

prominent members of the Society of Friends in that county according to records of both 

the Howitt and Tantum lines, dating back respectively to the sixteenth and fifteenth 

centuries. Thomas Howitt was a prosperous mine superintendent and farmer and his 

wife Phoebe was a self-taught, voluntary medicine woman who tended the poor of their 

. 1 18 pans 1. 

In addition to Godfrey who emigrated to the Port Phillip District in 1840 and who settled 

pern1anently in Melbourne, two more of the Howitts' sons, William and Richard, spent 

time in Australia. Richard Howitt accompanied Godfrey and the first Howitt family party 

to arrive in the colony where he retnained until 1844 when he returned to England. 

William Howitt, attracted to Victoria by the gold n1sh and the prospect of careers for his 

two sons, arrived in Melbourne in 1852, before returning to England in 1854. The older 

son, Alfred William did not leave when William Howitt took his younger son, Charlton, 

home where he was reunited with his wife, Mary, and their two daughters who had stayed 

behind in England. Much is known of the lives of the Howitts from the writings of 

Richard and William, both of whom, William in particular, were noted authors. They 

described their upbringing in early nineteenth century rural England and later, published 

extensively on their experiences in the first years of the Victorian colony. The family 

17 The source of the quote from Jeffrey is not cited but in his pungent critique ora work on Quakerism, 
Lord Francis Jeffrey voiced similarly forthright views in Contrihutions to the Edinhurch Review of 1853, 
pp. H3X-9; Woodring, 1952, preface, n. p. 

IH Ilowitt I XH9, I, pp. 123-5. 
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was close-knit and Richard recalled a happy country childhood when the discovery of 

Nature inspired poetry in him, a Wordsworthian passion in William and in Godfrey, a 

fascination with botany and entomology.19 William, who had been given good if narrow 

Quaker schooling, was to have a crucial influence on the education of the younger 

Godfrey. 20 An intelligent youth, William wished to further his studies and his love of 

literature but his hopes were frustrated by a father imbued with Rousseauesque ideals of 

the benefits of manual work for the young and he was obliged to leave school at 

fourteen. 21 

Quakers tend to be seen as belonging to the prosperous, educated, tniddle and upper

middle classes of society.22 However, early in the century, the Howitts occupied a much 

more modest place in the social spectrum. Furthennore, as Quakers, they were debarred 

by British law from the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge and from professions in 

the Law, the Church, the Army and the Navy and thereby most careers which could 

confer social and economic advancetnent. 

Probably due to their mother's influence, as an initial fonn of livelihood in the 1830s, 

William and his brother, Richard, set up apothecary shops in Nottingham. Godfrey was 

more fortunate since by that stage, William had managed to persuade their father to allow 

his youngest son to study medicine at Edinburgh University, as William himself would 

liked to have done.23 This access to a medical degree from Edinburgh University in 

1 822, highly respected though not English, was the essential step for Godfrey Howitt, 

conferring on him solid middle class status. It was an entree to the vigorous if provincial 

intellectual and professional life of Nottingham and the Midlands from where his career 

was launched. It was into this wider world of the intelligentsia and the literati that 

Godfrey's brothers, William and Richard, also made their way. Due to their innate 

intelligence and their love of books and learning, the three Howitts, each in their own 

way, became figures of note in mid-nineteenth century England. 

''J Howitt, I X45, pp. v-vi. 
20 Howitt, I 889, I, p. 128. 
21 Lee, 1955, pp. 52-3. 
22 Webb, 1995, pp. ~5, X6, 92-3. 
21 llowitt, I XX9, I, p. 157. 
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Plate I, William Howitt (1792- 1 879) and Mwy !1m-viii (/ 799-/8?58), Car/es-de-visile. Private 
Collection 

Richard Howitt made a name for himself as a minor poet and his lmpres . ..,·ions q/A u.,·trct!ia 

Felix was well received as the most reliable contemporary account of the colony when it 

appeared after his return to England in 1845.24 The output of Willian1 Howitt and his 

Quaker wife, Mary, was prodigious and by the n1iddlc decades of the century, they were 

household names throughout the English-speaking world. (Plate I) Their own n1cmoirs, 

probably the most readable of their books today, arc valuable sources of social history of 

the period. Their subjects were wide ranging, embracing social and political 

commentary, travel and adventure, poetry and stories for children. 25 William's 

uncontroversial, immensely popular Rural Lfle (?l England ( 183 8) and Vi . ..,· its to 

Rernarkahle Places ( 1840-42) went into multiple editions and made hin1 famous. Having 

2
•
1 Howitt, I X45. 

2
'\ I XO titles arc listed in Woodring, 1952, Preface n.p. 
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enthusiastically promoted the work of the Romantic poets, Wordsworth, Bryon, Keats 

and Shelley, in their own writing, the Howitts also helped launch the careers of young 

authors such as the Unitarian, Elizabeth Gaskell, with the publication of her first novel, 

Mary Barton.26 They knew personally and were, in turn, as well known in their day as 

the great literary figures of mid-nineteenth century England: Dickens, Tennyson, Carlyle, 

the Brownings, George Elliot and Charlotte Bronte, to name a few. In 1847-48, they 

produced a short-lived literary and socially radical magazine. So earnest and high

minded was flowitt's Journal of Literature and Popular Progress that the working 

classes at whom it was aimed, ignored it cotnpletely. 

Of Godf]·cy Howitt, family records state: " ... he was removed to the university of 

Edinburgh where he took his degree of Doctor of Physic and he was reckoned a good 

botanist; he was married to Phebe, the daughter of John Bakewell of Nottingham in the 

Friends' Meeting House in Castle Dunington on 6th of 4th month 1831 "?7 This marriage 

reinforced Godfrey Howitt's ties with the Society of Friends since the Bakewells were a 

well established Quaker family. Having graduated in 1821, Howitt practiced first at 

Leicester then at Nottinghatn for nine years where he was honorary physician to the 

Nottingham General Hospital and the County Infirmary. An article from a local 

Nottingham newspaper dated July, 1839, reported that a testimonial and presentation was 

made to Godfrey Howitt by his "Brother Medical Practitioners on departure to Australia", 

indicating the high esteem in which he was held by his peers. 28 

Godfrey Howitt's reasons for leaving Nottingham, where he had established a sound 

professional practice and reputation and where he was renowned as a botanist and 

naturalist, arc clearly stated in the first chapter of Impres.vions l?l Australia Felix, 

dedicated to him by his brother, Richard. The primary cause of the fmnily's emigration 

seems to have been the hope that a more 'salubrious' climate might improve the health of 

his eldest son, John Henry who had suffered from continuous illness. Two subsidiary but 

significant reasons were Godfrey Howitt's keen interest in Australia as a naturalist and 

2
(' Howitt, I 889, 2, pp. 2X-29. 

27 Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
lH Title or the newspaper missing, n.p.; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
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his hope of bettering his financial situation?9 One of the prime influences in his choice 

of the fledgling Port Phillip District of barely four years existence was the Scottish bon1 

Surveyor-General of New South Wales, Major Thomas Mitchell, who coined the 

attractively resonant title, 'Australia Felix'. 30 Howitt's book confirms that a further 

important reason for the choice of the Port Phillip District was its freedom from the 

dreaded convict taint. 31 

The Howitts embarked from Gravesend, England, on 30 August, 1839, in the Lord 

Goderich, accompanied by their eldest son, John (born 1832) and three other children, 

William Godfrey, known and henceforth referred to as Willie (born Nottingham, 1833), 

Edith Mary (born Nottinghatn, 1834) and Edward (born Nottinghmn, 1836). John Henry 

was to die prematurely in Melbourne in 1843 where a fourth son, Charles Ernest, was 

born to the couple in 1846. In addition to their children, the Howitts sailed with 

Godfrey's brother, Richard, a nephew, Thomas Howitt, and Phebe Howitt's brothers, 

Robert and John Bakewell. According to Richard Howitt, the only inducement for the 

Bakewells to leave England was the hope of improving their worldly wealth. The 

Howitts' party reached Port Phillip on 7 April, 1840. They had to live in tents on the 

south side of the Yarra opposite Melbourne for two months until they could purchase 

property at the Port Phillip land sale of 10 June, 1840.32 

What the Howitts brought with thetn from their native land was just as important as the 

conditions which they found on their arrival at the Port Phillip District. Their provisions 

for the journey such as the pre-fabricated cottage, the ferry boat, seeds and a dozen fruit 

trees in anticipation of establishing a farm and produce garden, arc evidence of careful 

planning and sound practical sense. Their comfortable financial situation prior to 

emigration was undoubtedly a significant clement in assisting their rapid and successful 

establishment in the colony. At the land sale in l S40, they purchased a farm of 95 acres 

on the Yarra ncar Heidelberg and part of a town allotment at the south cast corner of the 

present day Spring and Collins Streets which stretched down to Flinders Street. 

However even more critical factors operating in the Howitts' favour were Godfrey's 

2 '~ Howitt, I X45, pp. 1-2. 
10 Howitt, I X45, preface, n. p., p. 219. 
31 Howitt, I X45, p. 222. 
·
12 llowitt, I X45, pp. X4-89. 
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professional qualifications along with the family's distinctive intellectual and cultural 

background. These qualities were particularly well suited to the circumstances they 

encountered in the colony and helped immeasurably in smoothing the transition to a new 

way of life. 

Midlands social conditions in the 1830s and colonial consequences 

At the end of the eighteenth century and well into the nineteenth, Quakers, deeply 
conscious of their heritage as "peculiar" people, maintained barriers in dress, speech and 
custom against a wider world and distrusted the growing involvement of some of their 
brethren in politics and social activism. The Unitarians, on the other hand, were liberals 
and reformers by instinct, interest, and theological compulsion. They prided thetnselves 
on their political involvement and influence .... 33 

In early nineteenth century England, the Midlands was the epicentre of a vast social, 

political, religious and intellectual upheaval. Powered by the engine of the Industrial 

Revolution, these changes had a profound impact on industrial towns in the Midlands 

such as Nottingham to which William, Richard and Godfrey Howitt gravitated as young 

adults to establish a livelihood. A centre of the weaving trade, by the 1820s Nottinghatn 

was a stronghold of militant Dissent and radical politics where the Howitts must have 

witnessed the misery of local workers caused by low wages and unetnployment. 34 

Although Quakers were known for isolation, non-violence and quietism, the famous 

Nottingham Riots of 1831 with their harsh reprisals of hangings and transportation, turned 

William Howitt, in particular, into a celebrated radical politician in Nottingham.35 

William Howitt's expertise on the Society of Friends was officially recognised by a 

request in 1839 to contribute the entry on Quakers to a new edition of the Encyclopaedia 

Britannica. 3
() He listed the original tenets of Quakerism, the most central being a 

mystical belief in what was termed the "inner light" within individuals. Fundamental 

principles included the regard of religious ceremonies as non-essential, a dislike of the 

practices and hierarchies of the established church, total opposition to war and to oaths 

and a belief in simplicity of manners and dress. Especially significant was the 

~ 3 Webb, 1995, p. 85. 
14 Hclmstadter, 1995, p. 69, n.42. 
y; Lee, 1955, pp. 88-90; Woodring, 1952, p. 114. 
l(, llowitt, I 8H9, I, p. 285. 
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acknowledgement of equality between the sexes and the right of all persons to civil and 

religious freedom. 37 

Activists like the Howitts espoused many Evangelical causes but as R. K. Webb points 

out, the Evangelical dominance of Quakerism during most of the century, entailed a ntle

bound, biblicist outlook. The Unitarians, on the other hand, maintained a religious 

liberalism, absorbing unshaken, the advances of scientists and biblical scholars in 

England and elsewhere. However, the reason why William and Godfrey Howitt with 

their analytical and scientific cast of mind should tum from Quakerism to Unitarianism 

was undoubtedly also caused by a more fundamental conflict analysed by Webb: 

"rationalism was at odds with mysticism: the Unitarian commitment to the objective and 

external authority of science and criticism could scarcely have differed more from 

Quaker reliance on the 'inner light'. 38 

William, Mary and their daughter, Anna Mary Howitt, resigned officially from the 

Society of Friends in 184 7 and a move to orthodoxy seems to have been general amongst 

the next generation of Howitts both in England and in Australia. Anna Mary, by then 

known as Annie Howitt, was baptised in the Church of England in 1859.39 Godfrey and 

Phebe Howitts' children appear to have been brought up as Anglicans, William and 

Edward being educated at the Melbourne Diocesan Grammar School while the youngest 

son, Charles, attended Scotch College. Their daughter, Edith Mary, was married in 1866 

according to the rites of the Presbyterian Church of Victoria. 40 It is not known exactly 

when Godfrey Howitt resigned from the Society of Friends but the Melbourne historian, 

F. B. Smith, records his presence among the 358 Unitarians when the first Unitarian 

Church opened in Victoria in 1854. According to Smith: " Their small number included 

many leading citizens: Chief Justice a Beckett, Archibald Michie, John Duerdin, W. F. A. 

Rucker and Dr Godfrey Howitt maintained the Unitarian tradition of solid intellectual 

worth". 41 

n Woodring, 1952, p. 47, n. 21. 
•x Webb, 1995, p. 86. 
39 Lee, 1955, p. 218. 
40 Marriage certificate dated 11 August, l 866; Godfi·cy Howitt Papers, privately held. 
41 Smith, 1960, pp. 158-9. 
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The Howitts and philanthropy in Midlands England, 1830s and 1840s 

As well as doctrinal questions, the Howitts had reacted strongly against the quietism of 

traditional Quakers in their active involvement in many of the philanthropic issues of the 

day which inevitably drew them and William, in particular, into the politics of social 

reform. By the 1840s, both William and Mary Howitt were involved in the great 

Evangelical anti-slavery cause and Quaker-led cn1sades such as the Anti-Com Law and 

peace movements. 42 No intelligent person living in the industrial Midlands of the 1830s 

and 1840s could have been unaware of the plight of the working poor. The Howitts, 

more compassionate and observant than most, were duly caught up in campaigns to 

revise the inhumane provisions of the 1834 Poor Laws and other measures to relieve the 

appalling conditions of the labouring masses. 43 

It has been observed by the Cambridge historian, Kitson Clark, that "there was what can 

only be called the philanthropic elite, the people- Anglican, Quaker and very frequently 

Unitarian- who took a lead in social work either nationally, or perhaps more frequently, 

in a particular city or district". This description not only fits William and Mary Howitts' 

philanthropic campaigns on the national stage, but equally seems to have applied to the 

activities of Dr Godfrey Howitt, working at a more local level in Nottingham during the 

l ~nos. The same social historian has stated: 

The most important single group among these elite reformers were undoubtedly the 
medical practitioners. There were by 1830 a good many medical men, often trained in 
Edinburgh and Glasgow, scattered about the country, and among these there were not a 
few who studied systematically the social conditions of the people among whom they 
worked and could tmite to fonn a very inf-luential body of opinion indeed.44 

Despite scant documentation of Godfrey Howitt's English life, his role as an honorary 

physician at the Nottingham General Hospital and the County Infirmary is on record and 

references in later correspondence provide some insight into his pre-colonial existence. 

In particular, a letter from his wife's sister hints at parallels between Godfrey Howitt and 

the profile drawn by Kitson Clark: "'I rejoice my dear sister to hear of your prosperity. I 

can t~mcy how kind Dr Howitt is in refusing fees as[?] he used to be at Nottingham but he 

42 Woodring, 1952, p. 123. 
4

.1 Briggs, 1974, pp. 2X0-81, 334-3X. 
·
14 Kitson Clark, 1967, p. 134. 
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will never be a loser in the end - it may often be a great charity if a person has a very 

small income- I wish many others would follow his exan1ple".45 

The Howitts' at J>ort Phillip, 1840 to 1850: social and professional establishment 

My brother divides his time pretty equally betwixt his patients, riding amongst them (like 
Death, in the Revelations, on a white horse), visiting and being visited by intelligent 
people, and amongst his old studies of insects and flowers; not neglecting his garden, 
which returns his attentions with delicious fruits; melons, figs and grapes.4r' 

In his dedicatory epistle of Impressions qf' 

Au.vtralia Felix addressed to his brother, Godfrey 

Howitt, Richard Howitt wrote: "Great was the 

change from the old land to the new for both of 

us; ... Society such as you had resigned rccei ved 

you - the refined, the intelligent". (Plate 2) 

Published in 1845, only a decade frOin the very 

beginnings of settlement, this was a serious 

tribute to the quality of the first Mclburnians, 

inhabitants of what was then little more than a 

struggling village. The social conditions 

encountered by the Howitts during their first Jive 

years in the colony arc n1cticulously documented 

in Shaw's major study of the Port Phillip District before its separation thn11 N .S. W. in 

I XS 1.47 

Plate 2, Dr G()(./fi·(.:v How if! ( 1800-1 873). Carte-de-visite. Private Collection 

·~"Susanna Bakewell to Phebe Howitt, letter dated 5 March, I ~53; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
41

' Howitt, I ~45, p.323. 
47 Shaw, 199(1, especially pp. I 02, 15X, 217-X. 
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Godfrey Howitt's arrival in 1840 was preceded just six months or so by the 

Superintendent, Charles LaTrobe, and the young barrister Redmond Barry in 1839. Such 

was the calibre of those very early settlers that the blueprint of a new colony was to be 

drawn up and its foundations laid within the next fifteen years. Their contribution is 

outlined in Serle's pioneer history, The Golden Age, which focuses on the decade 

following the 1851 discovery of gold in Victoria. Serle analyses the effects of this engine 

of change which galvanised the Port Phillip District, transforming it beyond recognition 

in the space of a mere ten years.48 

The Howitts' social position in the early colony was used by Paul de Serville to 

exemplify a particular group amongst those he identified as belonging to the upper 

classes: "men of good family and educated tastes who did not cut a figure in society (such 

as the Quaker Godfrey Howitt)". 49 Howitt himself never joined the Melbourne Club and 

this was undoubtedly by choice since all accounts seem to agree with his obituarist's 

statement that Howitt was intensely private in his personal life and that he eschewed 

ceremonial and fonnal social occasions.50 His friendships and those he habitually 

associated with, however, prove that he and his family had been accepted into the 

innermost circle of Melbourne society, the small, select coterie of personal friends around 

the first Superintendent of Port Phillip, the pinnacle of institutional power. De Serville's 

observation of the Howitts as a family "on the social rise in the nineteenth century" 

characterised the English branch as discussed above. 51 However, the elevation of the 

Australian Howitts' within the social stratum of the Port Phillip Scttletncnt was even 

more notable. ln Godfrey Howitt's case, catapulted fron1 provincial obscurity in the 

industrial Midlands to the forefront of Melbourne's medical profession, the social 

promotion was more like a quantum leap. 

Godfrey Howitt's background was such that he and Lieutenant-Governor LaTrobe were 

bound to find much in common. La Trobe (London, 1801 - 187 5, Sussex) was born and 

brought up a Moravian, a puritanical Protestant minority which 1 ike the Society of 

4x Serle, 1963. 
49 de Serville, 1991, pp. 2, 3. 
"

0 Suggested in conversation with Mrs Godfrey Howitt, direct family descendant; April, 2002 
"'

1 Sec above, pp. 20-3. 
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Friends, co-existed peacefully with the established Anglican Church.52 Both the 

Moravians and the Quakers came under the sway of the Evangelical movement within the 

Church of England and members of both the Howitt and La Trobe families, including 

Charles Joseph himself, became associated with anti-slavery societies. 53 However, unlike 

the Quakers, Moravians or United Brethren as they were known, placed great emphasis 

on education and promoted music and the fine arts as mankind's celebration of the glory 

of God. Contrary to the Friends' repressive attitudes, these were values which the Howitt 

family were to espouse progressively during the course of the nineteenth century. 

La Trobe is known to have taught at a Manchester school before leaving in 1824 for 

Switzerland to take up a position as tutor in a patrician French-Swiss family at 

N euchatel. 54 The Manchester location is significant since a number of La Trobe family 

connections lived there including Charles Joseph's cousins, the LaTrobe Batemans, who 

distinguished themselves in various branches of the arts, architecture and engineering 

around the middle of the century. 55 The comtnon experience of living during the first half 

of the century in British Midland cities would have been a contributing factor to the long 

friendship between Charles La Trobe and Godfrey Howitt and they shared an unusual 

number of tastes and interests. A contemporary's charming portrayal of La Trobe as: "a 

citizen of the world ... a man of a thousand occupations; a botanist, a geologist, a hunter 

of beetles and butterflies ... ", 56 is echoed by an amused description of Godfrey Howitt as 

"'Anc o' the best botanists in England an' a desperate beetle hunter". 57 

Godfrey Howitt's place at the centre of Melbourne society was sustained by his 

professional reputation. Though socially reticent, Godfrey Howitt's obituarist in The 

11 ustra/ian Medical Journal stated: "He had been long looked up to as the father of the 

profession in Victoria", and furthermore, " ... no man was ever better known in 

Victoria ... he could not fail to be recognized as a kind of social institution". This was 

confirmed by Howitt's contemporary, 'Garryowen' [Edward Finn], who described 

Howitt's position as "foremost rank" in the medical profession. From the obituary 

:;
2 Neale, 2002, p. X. 

:>l Shaw, 19X9, p. xii. 
:;

4 Shaw, 19X9, p.xiii. 
55 Neale, 2001, pp. 6, II, 12. 
'ifl Shaw, 19X9, p.xiii 
~ 7 Quoted in Ilowitt, I XX9, I, pp. 222-224 
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published in the year after his death on 3rd December, 1873, it is clear that Howitt 

undertook an extraordinary load of public duties connected with his profession. sH 

Continuing the pro bono activities acknowledged by his former medical colleagues in 

Nottingham, he was one of the first three honorary physicians to the Melbourne Hospital 

founded in 1847, and president and honorary physician in the early days of the 

Benevolent Asylum, founded in 1850. He was among the first members of the Port 

Phillip Medical Association, a founder of the Medical Society and president of the 

Medical Benevolent Society on its establishment in 1867. 

Howitt contributed tnuch in the way of philanthropy and patronage to further the 

development of the sciences in the colony, being associated with the major as well as 

tnost of the colony's lesser scientific societies. As one of the original members, he was 

actively involved in the University Council founded in 1853 under Redmond Barry. 59 In 

1854, he was the first vice-president of the Victorian Philosophical Institute, later the 

Royal Society of Victoria. Devoting his spare time to the study of botany and 

entomology, he enjoyed a European reputation in these areas, being a Fellow of the 

Botanical Society of Edinburgh and a founding metnbcr of the Entomological Society of 

London. His valuable entomological collection and library was left to the Melbourne 

University together with the sum of£ 1000 which he bequeathed for the founding of three 

scholarships in natural science.60 

Financial foundations of the Howitt family at the Port Phillip District 

""The Howitts arc delightful people and live exactly like rich people do in EnglandH, 

wrote the newly arrived Thomas Woolner to his father in 1852. 61 

By the early I X50s the family's financial position was well established and provided the 

means to participate in the philanthropic, cultural and artistic life of early Melbourne on a 

steady and continuing basis over many years. Throughout his colonial career, Godfrey 

Howitt appears to have conducted his affairs with the sober restraint, shrewdness and 

unimpeachable honesty for which the Quakers were renowned. In business, his 

'IX The Australian Medical .Journal, I 1574, n. p. 
"

9 Howitt, 1913, p.3; Galbally, 1995, p. X8. 
1
'
0 The Australian Medica! .Journal, 1874, n.p. 

l>l Woolncr, 1917, p.18. 
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investments were based on the reliable income from his successful, urban medical 

practice, described by his obituarist as being '"at one tin1e very exacting and 

proportionately luerative". 62 This ensured the Howitts' survival in a state of comfort, 

even through the first severe depression of 1842 to 1844 in the Port Phillip District when 

many of their peers and contemporaries, the 'Port Phillip gentlemen', were swept away.('3 

Plate 3, Charles Nettleton (1826-1902), Co/l;ns Street ji·om the Trea.s'UlJ' looking west, 1866. 
Alhumen silver photograph, 24.8 .x 35. 7cm. f/88.22119. La Trohe Pictures Collection, State 
Lihrary <?l Victoria. 

Godfrey Howitt continued to invest his income in a series of property acquisitions over 

the course of the following years. His daughter's n1arriage settlen1ent of 1866 was based 

on a previous settlement of 1846 placing certain lands placed in trust for the children of 

the Howitt marriage. 1
'
4 This document reveals that during the first half of the 1840s, 

Godfrey Howitt was steadily accumulating property both in the city fi:01n which he 

derived rentals and in the country as well. Although he is not named, this aspect of 

Howitt's financial managetnent perfectly exemplifies Sullivan's account of the processes 

of class formation in the Port Phillip District, according to which private ownership of 

1
'
2 The Australian Medical Journal, 1874, n.p. 

6
·
1 de Serville, 19~0, p.l50!T 

1
'
4 Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
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property and accumulation of capital defined 'the possessing classes'. 65 The Howitts' 

increasing prosperity in due course resulted in the timber pre-fabricated cottage from 

England being replaced by a larger house on the southern comer of Collins and Spring 

Streets. A photograph by Charles Nettleton of 1866 while the family was still in 

residence, shows an elegant, stuccoed, two-storey house in the classical style with iron 

railings and a portico on to Collins Strect. 66 (Plate 3) 

Howitt acquired a number of increasingly valuable allotments in central Melbourne. 

Further out, he owned fannland fotmerly shared with his brother, Richard, on the 

Heidelberg Road as well as propetiy in Brighton. He appears to have continued to invest 

in country properties, according to Henderson, having shared an interest for some time in 

Murrindindi Station of 25,000 acres ncar Yea and 7,471 acres at Cape Schanck on the 

Mornington Peninsula which he named Barragunda.67 This last purchase alone qualified 

Howitt's inclusion in de Serville's appendix of those landowners of 1879 possessing a 

minimum of 5000 acres which he defines as the core of Victoria's ascendancy. 6x The fact 

that Godfrey Howitt died in 1873 points to the continuation of landed wealth in hands of 

Howitt descendants beyond the first generation of the family to settle in Melbourne. 

During Godfrey Howitt's lifetime, the family's ability to counter-balance the 'fluctuations 

of land values in the colonial period with income from his professional practice was 

insulation from the successive 'boom and bust' cycles which buffetted the fragile, early 

Victorian economy. 

Cultural life in the Port Phillip District: the first years 1839 to 1851 

In I R40, LaTrobe declared: "Arts and sciences arc unborn ... ". 69 

Even so, a Mechanics Institute with a library had been founded as early 1839. However, 

for the next decade, official focus was necessarily on laying the essential cornerstones for 

civil existence in the new settlcrncnt. The first few years, between 1840 and 1842, saw 

the inauguration of the Melbourne City Council, the founding of the Melbourne Club, the 

opening of the Supreme Court and a working administration put in place under La Trobe. 

~>.~ Sullivan, 19H6, p. 161, n. 2. 
6(, Reproduced in Clemente, 1989, p.4l, fig.l 
67 Henderson, 1936, p. 383. 
c,x de Serville, 1991, pp. 456, 474. 
1
''
1 Quoted in Fox, 2003, p. 115, n. 9. 
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Such progress was virtually brought to a standstill when the first disastrous land crash 

overwhelmed the colony between 1842 and 1844. In the first years of economic recovery 

crucial welfare institutions were established: the Melbourne General Hospital and the 

Benevolent Asylum completed in 1847 and in 1850, respectively. It is noteworthy that 

attempts to promote a healthy social weal were initiated around the same time: the 

Botanic Gardens in 1846, the Port Phillip Horticultural Society of Victoria in 1848 and 

the formal proclamation of the Treasury and Fitzroy Gardens by La Trobe in 1849. 

It was in the course of 1850 that the Victorian Horticultural Society held its first two, 

highly successful exhibitions. Set up with Superintendent La Trobe as patron and the 

Resident Judge a Beckett together with Redmond Barry and other well known citizens on 

the Board of Management, it was in the area of horticulture that the first signs appeared 

of a developing civic culture in Melbourne. 70 These activities were recognized as forces 

for social cohesion and as such, were actively promoted at the tin1e.71 Godfrey Howitt's 

name appears amongst contributors in the catalogue of the society's first exhibition in 

March 1850 and he and his wife, both passionate gardeners, contributed to the Society's 

subsequent exhibitions.72 Evidence in 'Garryowen's' reports on the establishment of the 

Victoria Horticultural Society supports the suggestion of a connection between gardening 

and the upper classes. Of La Trobc hin1selt~ it was said: "In the Jolimont garden, he 

nipped rosebuds and solved government difTiculties at the same time". 73 Godfrey 

Howitt's landmark property at the corner of Spring and Collins Streets, was known as 

'Howitts' Corner'. Their friend Eugene von Guerard made it the subject of a painting74 

and Godfrey Howitt's obituarist noted:'' ... his house at the top of Collins-street, with the 

large garden and the substantial brick wall, looking so comfortable, so habitable and so 

English, was one of the features ofMclboumc". 75 (Plate 4) 

70 Galbally, 1995, p. H4. 
71 Whitehead, 1997, p. I. 
72 Finn, 1976, I, pp. 429-431. 
71 Quoted in McCrae, 1966, p.72. 
74 Finn, 1976, I, p.325; Eugene von Guerard, View (~f'the Dandenongs.fi-om Dr Howitt's Corner, 1865, Oil, 

16 x 24.6 em. H 1601. La Trobc Pictures Collection, SLY. 
75 The Australian Medical .Journal, n. p. 
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Plate 4. E'ugene von Guerard ( 1 R 11-190 I), Dr Hovvill ',c.,· Corner Dandenong Ranges, I 862. Oil on 
f)(tper, 16.0 x 24.6 cm .. (\·ighl). HI 60 I. La Trohe Pictures Co!lecthm, State Lihraty (~l Victoria. 
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1851, the great Victorian watershed: government autonomy and gold 

In private, those in La Trobe's close-knit circle, Howitt, Cunninghame and other 

prominent citizens such as Barry and Pohlman, cultivated their gardens, set up their own 

reading circles, sent for books from England and pursued personal cultural and scientific 

interests such as botany and entomology. However, the public foundation of 

Melbourne's cultural and intellectual institutions depended on the confluence of two 

crucial events in 1851: separation from New South Wales conferring governmental 

autonomy on Victoria and the discovery of gold. This was a watershed year for Victoria 

and while the discovery of gold threatened social order in the short term, it proved a huge 

impetus to the infant state. Echoing the effects of the Industrial Revolution on the 

English Midland cities, the ensuing deluge of human and economic resources powered 

extraordinary social changes in Melbourne. From 1851, the new Lieutenant-Governor 

was invested with considerable powers of patronage, a fact noted with typical bounce by 

William Howitt on aniving Melbourne in 1852: 

[La Trobe] most politely dismounted from his horse, welcomed me heartily to the colony 
and asked what he could do for me. From the long intimacy of the governor with my 
brother Dr Howitt and my reputation, it was clear that I had only to invent/conjure[?] 
[illegible] myself some political or executive career and my immediate 
appointment/engagement[?] in honourable and protitable employment was certain.76 

By the end of I 852, the Constitutional bill for the new colony was in preparation and the 

new bench of the Supreme Court of Victoria was appointed, with Barry as first puisne 

judge. Though La Trobe had offered his resignation in 1853, he consented to be patron 

of the newly established Philharmonic Society that year. In May, the University Council 

was elected with Bany as Chancellor for life. Council members of the calibre of 

Childers, Stawell, Croke, Pohlman, Perry, Foster and Godfrey Howitt, among who were 

La Trobc and Bany's close friends and associates, were elected. In July, the Trustees of 

the Melbourne Public Library were appointed and in the same year, La Trobc nominated 

Ferdinand von Mueller the Government Botanist. The flushing of enonnous funds into 

the economy fuelled the astounding burgeoning of civic structures at that time. Although 

La Trobc left the colony in 1854, the construction of the state's cultural institutions 

continued apace according to the blueprint he and Barry and his circle of advisors had 

71
' MS 9356, I 044. f"ol. 963. Howitt Family Papers. LaT. A. MS. Coli., SLY. 
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drawn up. This included the laying of the foundation stones of the University and the 

Public Library buildings with the future National Gallery and Museums also envisaged, 

on the same day in July of that year.77 

1853 onwards: government patronage and entrepreneurial artist organisations 

This stimulating climate of prosperity and development of the early 1850s saw the 

presence of artists in unprecedented numbers. Bateman, von Guerard, Summers, 

Woolner and Smith among others, made viable attempts to form artist groups to organize 

the display and sale of art in the colony. The Victoria Fine Arts Society was founded on 

20 April, 1853, its sole exhibition opening on 20 August.78 Though short-lived, it was a 

highly significant step since it represented the first of a series of attempts to establish 

autonomous artist organizations. After a chequered history, it gradually evolved into the 

still extant Victorian Artists' Society.79 That initial exhibition in 1853 was a combined 

loan and sale exhibition to which local collectors and artists contributed, among them Dr 

and Mrs Godfrey Howitt who loaned sculpted pmiraits of family members by Thomas 

Woolner.xo 

Despite the failure of the colony's first artist organization, the following year local artists 

were presented with a second opportunity to exhibit at an otllcial venue when Melbourne 

witnessed the opening of its first highly successful exhibition. Inspired by the Great 

Crystal Palace Exhibition at London of I 851, with Barry as Chief Commissioner and a 

committee consisting again of Howitt and other members of his own circle, the 

Melbourne Exhibition of 1854 was intended for export to the Paris Exhibition in 1855. It 

included a tine arts court featuring works by von Guerard, Strutt, Becker, Summers and 

Edward Bateman, all of whom with the exception of Strutt, had arrived in the colony 

from l X52 onwards in search of gold. From the catalogue description, Bateman appears 

to have been represented by examples of both his landscapes and botanical art, loaned by 

Phebe Howitt.H 1 Christine Downer identifies the 1854 Exhibition as the event which 

"marked the beginning of the colonial government's involvement in the artistic affairs of 

77 Galbally, 1995, p. 87fT 
7x Downer, !981-82,pp. 8-10. 
79 Downer, 1981-82, pp. 35, 50-51. 
xo Melbourne, 1853, p. 16, nos 206-208. 
HI Melbourne, 1854, p. 30. 
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Victoria and future requests for official patronage and the establishment of a national 

permanent collection stem from this date". 82 

The growth of artist entrepreneurial organizations was parallelled by opportunities for 

governmental patronage of Victoria's resident artists and scientists in the vigorous 

building campaign which followed its series of newly created institutions. In 1855, the 

new Constitution was proclaimed in Victoria and La Trobe's successor, Governor Sir 

Charles Hotham, nominated the first responsible government with the first fully elected 

parliament meeting 12 months later. In April, Hothatn had formally opened the 

University for which Bateman was to provide designs for the landscaping of its gardens. 

He was also charged with creating its Systems Garden in 1857, the same year that his 

friend, von Mueller, was given the task of developing the Botanic Gardens and the 

Domain. Meanwhile in 1855, also, the Melbourne City Council had commissioned plans 

from Bateman for the Fitzroy Square reserve in East Melbourne and the Carlton Gardens. 

In 1856, the Public Library building, designed by another recent arrival, the architect 

Joseph Reed, opened its doors. 

By the middle of the 1850s, Victoria had undergone such a transformation as to render it 

unrecognisable to pre-gold rush inhabitants. These changes were parallelled by the 

situation of art in the colony. In contrast to the pre-gold era, when there were few, if any, 

practising professional artists among the permanent residents (Georgiana McCrae 

excepted), there was now a lively group for whom a living from art was a tough but 

viable proposition and for whom professional associations were in the process of 

formation. Before 1853, in private, La Trobe, like the Howitts, had done what he could 

for artist friends such as Georgiana McCrae, Thomas Woolner and Edward Bateman. 

The commission to Bateman of the series of souvenir views of the La Trobe residence 

and garden at .Jolimont, was emulated notably by Phebe Howitt's brothers, the Bakewells, 

who similarly commissioned a set of drawings of their country property, Floraville, in 

anticipation of leaving the colony. HJ However, it was only after the creation of the colony 

of Victoria with accompanying institutions and attendant building programmes, that 

government patronage could come into play with artists, architects and designers such as 

x2 Downer, 19XI-X2, pp. 11-12. 
Xl Neale, 200 I, pp. 69, xorc 
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Edward La Trobe Bateman officially employed to design and embellish its new halls and 

lay out the surrounding parks and public gardens. 

The Howitts and the visual arts: an antipodean collection? 

Local cultural institutions were a source of infmmal education in the nineteenth century, 
and here Unitarian leadership was important. One notable area of Unitarian, or 
Unitarian-descended, philanthropy was the creation of major art collections and 
museums, of which the most famous are the Tate and the Courtauld Galleries. Quaker 
prejudices would have been a strong in:fluence against involvement in the arts. K4 

It is doubtful that the Howitts thought of themselves as art collectors in the sense that 

they deliberately set out to create a collection. However, through patronage of their artist 

friends the 1840s to the 1870s, the Howitts accumulated a stnall, very fine collection of 

art in the traditional categories of portraiture, landscape and botanical art. One work in 

the Howitts' possession, entitled "The Roman Mother" of unspecified medium by a 

mysterious miist named Mazzolina, was loaned by Dr Howitt to the Melbourne benefit 

Exhibition of Art Treasures in 1861.85 Apart from this one instance, there is no evidence 

to suggest that the Godfrey Howitts owned any other Old Master works although their 

eldest son, William, was a collector of Old Master prints.86 

The conservative scope of the Howitts' collection was closely linked with, and a 

reflection ot~ the position they attained in the newly settled colony. In an unfamiliar 

environment, the possession of portraits and landscapes of which their collection chiefly 

consisted, must have been a powerful agent in establishing and reinforcing a sense of 

place, identity, class and continuity. In terms of quality, the Howitts owned works of art 

by the best local artists in the colony at the time, including those connected with the latest 

developments in contemporary British art and others who established a European 

reputation. Fmiherrnore, an exatnination of their individual relationships with these 

artists, show that the Howitts were n1otivated by a strong underlying philanthropic 

attitude which influenced the acquisition and display of their possessions. The link 

between Unitarianism and philanthropy has been discussed in the course of this chapter. 

A steadn1st commitment to the principles of both can be seen to have acted as a powerful 

shaping force in the f01mation of the Melbourne Howitts' collection. 

x4 Webb, I995, p. I II. 
xs Melbourne, I R61, p. 5, no. 42. 
H(l Mclbounw, I R96. 
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The l~tther of this f-amily was one of the best known as well as one of the most highly esteemed 
physicians of his day and than the mother it had been hard to find any more amiable lady in the 
whole circle of the little cmnmunity. x? 

Apart from such fleeting references in early 

colonial n1en1oirs, Dr Godfrey Howitt's wife, 

Phebe, remains a shadowy figure in the 

fatnily's distinguished history as pioneers 

and founders of the state of Victoria. 

Largely unrecognised, she played a 

significant if private role from its earliest 

days, quietly supporting those engaged in the 

creative arts who entered her circle. Born 

and raised in Nottinghatn like her husband, 

she belonged in Melbourne to the exclusive, 

personal circle of Lieutenant-Governor La 

Trobe. (Plate 5) 

Plate 5, Edward Howitt (1836-1898), Phehe Howitt (1806 -1864). Private Co!!ection 

His Swiss wife, Sophie, seen1s to have been a particular friend of both Phebe Howitt and 

her close friend, the portraitist and diarist, Georgiana McCrae. xx The friendship between 

the Howitts and the McCracs dated according to George McCrae, Georgiana's eldest son, 

from the colony's earliest years: 

I think it must have been in 1842 that your dear Grandmother and my mother first 
became friends and when all the rest of us came to be included in the friendship also; one 

x7 McCrae, c. I XX6; MS. A I 698, fol. 49. ML., SLNSW. 
xx Hancock, 200 I, p. 18. 
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which lasted up to now these seventy three years without a single break or difference
and still continues .. H

9 

Well connected on both sides of the family, Phebe Howitt's Quaker brothers, John and 

Robert Bakewell who had emigrated with Godfrey Howitt's party in 1840, were also 

successful. Their early farming ventures prospered and in due course, John became a 

founding partner of the renowned wool braking firm, Goldsborough Mort. The brothers 

were among the earliest patrons of Edward Bateman and Eugene von Guerard. So far, 

little else is known of Phebe Howitt's pre-colonial background. 

On 6 April, 1845, Georgiana McCrae (1804 - 90), wrote in her journal: "Mrs Howitt in 

reply to my note - "regrets exceedingly Mr McCrae's opposition to my wish to employ 

my professional talent to profit" ".90 This was the outcome of Phebe Howitt's attempts to 

find commissions for her friend's tniniature portraits in order to alleviate the McCrae 

family's dire financial straits. The only professional artist in the Port Phillip District at 

the time, Georgiana McCrae had received a first class training in London, in the 

fashionable art of water-colour painting, drawing and miniature portraiture on ivory 

under the best masters. She studied landscape painting with John Varley and John Glover 

and specialized in portraiture under Charles Hayter whose training was based on the 

principles of good drawing. She became a student at the Royal Academy where every 

year between 1816 and I 825 she exhibited subjects ranging from landscape to genre and 

portraiture. An illegitimate daughter of the fifth Duke of Gordon, after living for several 

years at the ancestral Gordon Castle, she was obliged to move to Edinburgh by her 

unsympathetic step-n1other. Although supported by her father, she practiced as a 

professional portrait painter. In 1830, she married a kinsman, Andrew McCrae, and 

followed him out to the colony in 1841 with her four young sons. 

In 1845, Phebe Howitt first e1nerged as a distinct personality, playing an independent role 

of her own choosing in connection with Georgiana McCrae's struggle for artistic and 

financial autonomy. Her actions were entirely in keeping with what is known of the 

Quaker attitude to women and the equality of status and education traditionally accorded 

them within the Society of Friends. Furthermore, her concerted efforts on Georgiana 

X'! To Edith Thompson (nee Anderson) dated 29 May, 1915; MS 9162, 224/5 (h). McCrae Family Papers. 
LaT. A. MS. Coli., SLY. 

'Jo Weber, 2000, 2, 2, p. 522. 
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McCrae's behalf foreshadow the role she was later to play in assisting artists who came to 

Australia with the gold rush. The McCraes' move from Mayfield, the house Georgiana 

had designed for the family on the Yarra bank at Abbotsford, to an undersized run on the 

Momington Peninsula in 1845, was precipitated by the insolvency of Andrew McCrae's 

solicitor's practice in the economic slump of 1842-45. His wife's wish to hold on to her 

house by earning an income through her portraiture is recorded in a j oumal entry, dated 8 

February, 1845: 

Was I free to stay here ... while the House remains unsold or tmlet- and I could now 
make a few pounds by painting a few miniatures as I have been invited to do - rather than 
go down to the Huts - before the House is fit for the reception of our furniture and 
ourselves - But, I dare not do violence to the notions of the family- by 'painting for 
money' though they never objected to my having done so before 1 was married.91 

Phebe Howitt was entrusted with her friend's precious portfolios and miniatures for safe

keeping while Mayfield was being packed up, and on 3 Febntary, Georgiana McCrae's 

diary reads: "[I] gave her the key of my tin box so she can take out the paintings".92 

Brenda Niall's suggestion that Phebe Howitt herself offered a paid commission for 

portraits of her children to Georgiana McCrae at this time is plausible but Andrew 

McCrae was obdurateY3 

'JI Quoted in Niall, 1994, p. 173, n.29. 
n References to Georgiana McCrae's "Journal" are taken from the complete transcript of the original by 

Weber, 2000, 2, 2, p. 4X8. 
'
11 Niall, 1994, p. 172, n. 28. 
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Plate D, Georgiana McCrae (1804-1890), Edward Howitt,/847. Water-colour and pencil on 
paper, 18.0 .r 14.5 em. (~·ight). Private Collection. 
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"I painted your Uncle Teddy's portrait when he was a boy of thirteen. It is in a 

Maplewood frame of that period", stated Georgiana McCrae many years later. 94 Her 

portrait of Edward Howitt of 1847, still in possession of descendants, proves that the 

artist continued to paint and keep in touch with Melbourne friends such as the Howitts 

during the years at Arthur's Scat between 1845 and 1851.95 (Plate 6) Despite its 

deterioration with dark areas around the jaw and mouth caused by a chemical reaction in 

the paper support, Edward Howitt's portrait is typical of Georgiana McCrae's colonial 

oeuvre. It exemplifies the water-colour method taught by the leading London portrait and 

miniature master, Charles Hayter (1761-1835), under whom she trained. In addition to 

miniatures on ivory, Hayter had produced small, ·finished pencil portraits on paper which 

his pupil etnulated. In the colony where Georgiana McCrae's portraits were invariably 

executed on paper, her practice was to draw the head in detail on oval sheets while 

suggesting the upper half of the body in outline with a little hatching and a few 

applications of wash. Following a convention frequently used in the background of ivory 

miniatures, a cool tone was introduced by a touch of sky-blue behind the subject's neck, 

since faded in the case of Edward Howitt's portrait. 

Another technique adapted from ivory painting was the n1cthod of tnodelling the face 

with carefully worked areas of stipple in almost transparent wash so that the features 

appear to be fonned by I ight and shade rather than by a harder contour line. Georgiana 

McCrae's style displays many parallels with the exquisitely evanescent manner of the 

London master, Richard Cos way ( 1742-1821 ), probably the most fashionable ivory 

miniaturist of his day. While none of her colonial portraits were on ivory, she used the 

white of paper to achieve an effect similar to its light rcnective quality. The support 

shows through the layers of transparent water-colour and extensive areas arc left exposed, 

producing a gentle luminosity from the tlgure itself which appears to be tloating on the 

picture surh1ce. These techniques characterised Georgiana McCracs' portraits after her 

arrival in Melbourne in 1841. 

94 Dated 5 May, I XX9; MS 9162, 223/5a. McCrae Family Papers. LaT. A. MS Coli., SLY. 
'J~ I X x 14.5 em. (sight); kindly supplied by the present owner, a Howitt liunily descendant. 
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Gold in Victoria, 1852: a rush of artists 

Other than sporadic visitors such as John Skinner Prout, Charles Rodius and the roving 

marine painter, Oswald Brierley (1817 -94 ), the artistic scene in the Port Phillip District 

was largely barren in the 1840s. The accomplished figure and history painter, William 

Strutt ( 1825-1915) arrived in the Port Phillip District in 1850 just before the gold rushes. 

Victoria lagged a long way behind New South Wales and Tasmania. All this was to 

change dratnatically from 1852, when the gold n1sh gave Melbourne an artistic 

transfusion and galvanised its creative and cultural life. Insulated as the Howitts were by 

their professional and social standing, they too, experienced its hnpact on their circle. 

Amongst the flood of hopeful arrivals in August, 1852, were Godfrey Howitt's older 

brother, Williatn, and his two sons, Alfred and Charlton. Suddenly, from 1852 on, 

numbers of impecunious artists arrived in Melbourne with careers to establish. Among 

them, Thomas Woolncr, Edward La Trobe Bateman, Bernhard Smith, Eugene von 

Guerard and later, Nicholas Chevalier, had been lured by the vision of quickly made 

fortunes. All of them were befriended, assisted in various ways and, in some instances, 

actually taken in by the Howitt fatnily during the course of the 1850s and 1860s. 

Phebe Howitt's role in this process was pivotal, just as it had been and continued to be in 

the case of Georgiana McCrae. What documentation exists suggests that she was the 

member of the t~1mily with whom the artists had most personal contact. The Howitts 

were able to display works of local artists in their possession at various exhibition venues 

when for the first time from 1853, an artist body of sufficient critical mass led to the 

formation of independent entrepreneurial artist organizations. Godfrey Howitt 

contributed portrait medallions by Thomas Woolner ( 1825-1892) of himself~ his son, 

Charles, and Lieutenant-Governor La Trobe to the only exhibition held that year by the 

newly formed Victorian Fine Arts Society. He loaned the same medallions the following 

year to the Melbourne Exhibition of 1854 to which Phebe Howitt also contributed 

Edward Bateman's work. This event was the first instance of government-backed arts 

organization in the new colony of Victoria. 
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Thomas Woolner 

In London late in 1848, Mary Howitt, an established author and public figure in her own 

right, poignantly described the effect of current conditions in England on writers like 

herself: 

Times are so bad that publishers will not speculate on books; and when I have finished 
the work I am now engaged on, I have nothing else certain to go on with. Heaven help 
us all! . . . I dislike going outside the door, because I am met by such pale, appealing 
countenances of begging women and children.96 

Inevitably, the impact of those lean mid-century years was especially severe on young, 

struggling artists like Woolner. As Benedict Read points out, sculptors were in a 

particularly difficult position in the first fifty years of Queen Victoria's reign due to the 

paucity of rich and enlightened patrons of their art. 97 Woolner's decision to join the 

Victorian gold rush was primarily motivated by this difficult economic and artistic 

climate. In March, 1852, Mary Howitt recorded her favourable impression of Woolner to 

whom she had been introduced by Edward Bateman, prior to his departure for the 

Victorian goldfields: "I perceived that he was not only a sculptor, but a poet".9
H Woolner 

arrived in the colony in October, 1852, disappointed in his hopes for the national 

Wordsworth monmnent commission for Westminster Abbey. At the age of 27, his 

training was complete after six years of apprenticeship under William Behnes, one of the 

leading sculptors of the day whose studio enjoyed a reputation for sound instruction.99 

Woolncr, rated according to the technical terminology as a "carver", emerged with the 

highest skills in bust and figure sculpture in marble, bronze and stone as well as the 

theory of the craft. Although he had entered the Royal Academy Schools in 1842, he 

gained little fron1 it, claiming that he had lean1cd all that was necessary from his 

master. 100 

By the time he left London, W oolner, whose burning ambition was to create Ideal works, 

had executed and exhibited several favourably noticed works in that category. Small 

imaginative pieces such as Puck from Shakespeare and Little Red Riding flood both of 

%Howitt, I gg9, 2, pp. 46-7. 
97 Read, 19~Q, p. 27. 
9x Howitt, I gg9, 2, p. 89. 
')

9 Read, 1982, p. 69. 
100 Read, 1991, p. 21. 
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184 7, had also been well received. Though it did not win the commission, his Ideal 

model for the Wordsworth monument of 1851 for Westminster Abbey, a most carefully 

deliberated Pre-Raphaelite manifesto in sculptural form, was singled out for special 

commendation. 101 However, Woolner had achieved important public success with his 

Wordsworth Memorial Tablet of 1851 also at Grasmere which featured a medallion 

portrait of the poet. 102 This was praised for its accurate physical likeness and the 

veracious representation of intellectual character. 103 Similarly, portrait medallions of 

Carlyle, Tennyson and Coventry Patmore of the same year, had attracted critical 

approval. 

Due to the Howitt family's support and promotion, Woolner's reputation and career was 

initially based on portraiture in the fonn of low relief profile medallions which he first 

pursued with concerted success in Mclbourne. 104 The portrait tncdallion was a 

particularly apt sculptural form for Woolner who so fervently espoused the principles of 

Pre-Raphaelitism. Tracing its origins to the fatnous quattrocento portrait medallions of 

Renaissance masters such as Pisanello, Laurana and Matteo de' Pasti, the convention may 

we11 have been introduced to W oolner by his close colleague and friend, Bernhard Smith 

( 1820-85), who had learned the practice in the early 1840s in the Parisian atelier of 

Etienne-Jules Ramey. Through the ensuing decade, while sharing a studio with Woolner, 

Smith produced portrait medallions. 105 Adopting the form as his own, Woolner 

thoroughly explored its possibilities, he confessed, " 'to get a living with' ", adding that 

'"not the less on that account they were as thorough, learned and accmnplished as they 

could be made by diligent and studious hands". 106 He was able to exploit the practical 

advantages of the portrait medallion to the ·rltll, ultimately producing a portrait gallery of 

some of the most highly placed citizens and famous figures of the day firstly in Australia 

and later in England. 

101 Read and Barnes, 1991, p. 144, cat. 56. 
102 Read and Barnes, 1991, pp. 143-44, cal. 55. 
103 Read, I 991, p. 22, fig. 15. 
104 Read, 1991, p. 23. 
105 Peers, 1991, pp. 13-15. 
101

' Quoted by Read, 1991, p. 22, n.l5. 
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Owing to the English Howitts' introduction, the warm reception from their Melbourne 

relations surprised the gratified W oolner who was immediately accommodated at their 

famous Collins Street residence. On 28 October, 1852, he wrote: 

I am here, safe at last ... I am staying at the above address and receive every kindness 
possible for a human being to have from another. .. Bateman sleeps at His Excellency's, 
Mr LaTrobe's, to give more convenience to us. We have to dine with that great man 
today: he wants to know me because Bateman found that my little figure of Red Riding 
Hood was one of his favourite ornaments and told him that I did it: he says I must not 
leave the Colony without doing something in the fine arts first ... 107 

An ambitious young man, W oolner lost no time in cultivating those most likely to be 

helpful to him and only 5 days after his arrival, his diary reads: "I should have taken a 

sketch of Mr LaTrobe's face in the afternoon ... This morning I did a little to a sketch of 

Charley Howitt". 108 This echoed his earlier production of the Tennyson and Carlyle 

portrait medallions, a trait which the foremost Woolner scholar, Benedict Read has 

recently described as " ... very political; he got on with the grcat". 109 Even so, Woolner's 

liking for the Howitts was genuine and the female members of the family, at least, 

returned his regard. On departing for the diggings on 2 November, he reported: "The 

Howitts took a most affectionate leave; blessed souls those. The Australians arc romantic 

in hospitality". 110 Phebe Howitt's eotTcspondcncc with Woolncr during his absence on 

the gold fields suggests that he had charmed her as he had her sister-in-law, Mary Howitt, 

in London: "received ... one from Mrs Dr Howitt: what a pleasure it is communicating 

with refinement, to a person dwelling in this half savage state". 111 

Having decided by 16 May, 1853, that his fortune was not to be made on the goldfields, 

he returned to Melbourne and the Howitts: 

I have come to Melbourne to work at my art. There is every prospect of my doing well, 
as I have powerful friends who are anxious to aid me in every way. I am staying at Dr 
llowitt's and the kindness of his fiunily to me is wonderful. I have executed a medallion 
or the Doctor, one of his Excellency and another of little Charles Howitt. They all give 
great satisfaction here and you will see what the newspaper says which I send you. Will 
you be good enough to send it to Mrs Howitt at the Hermitage when you have done with 

107 Woolncr, 1917, p. I X. 
lox Woolncr, I X52-l X54; MS. 1926, p. I. LaT. A. MS. Coli., SLY. 
109 Read, 2001; keynote address at the Victorian Monuments Conference, Australasian Victorian Studies 
Association, University of Ballarat, 30 Jan.- 4 Feb., 200 I. 
110 Woolncr, 1917, p. 20. 
1 11 Dated 17 February, I X 53; Woolncr, 191 7, p. 39. 
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it? If I get some commissions which I have fair hopes of I shall return to England about 
the middle of next summer to execute them. 112 

This letter begun on 10 July, confirming the role of the Howitts as his patrons and his 

expectations of further commissions, firmly dates the execution of his first three sculpted 

portraits to within a two-month period between mid May and mid July. 

The newspaper referred to by Woolner was the Melbourne Morning Herald of 13 July, 

1853, which published an extensive article headed "Mr Woolner and the Statue". 113 A 

sub-section headed "Mr Woolner's Works", contained lengthily quoted critiques of 

recently exhibited medallions and statuettes from English newspapers. It openly 

recommended that the commission for the statue of Queen Victoria for the Town Hall 

should go to W oolncr. Furthermore, the joun1alist drew attention to the Howitts' 

promotion of their protege, illustrating just how effective their patronage was proving to 

be: 

... he enjoys the friendship and intimacy of one of our earliest and most respectable 
fellow colonists of the medical profession who, (as becomes one nearly allied to the 
'"gentle craft") has done his best to bring Mr Woolner's talents to the knowledge of the 
Victorian world. But little acquaintance as we have of Mr Woolner himself, we know 
much more of his works. Several of these have we seen:- a medallion ofthe Lieutenant
Governor; another, of Dr Howitt; and a third, of a younger son of that gentleman. It 
would be difficult to overpraise any of these productions, for they give us the "counterfeit 
presentment" of the inner life, as well as of the external features of the subjects, in clay, 
as completely as we can conceive to be possible to any artist. 

The extent of the Howitts' patronage is further confirmed by a printed catalogue of the 

Victoria Fine Arts' Society's exhibition, dated a month later on 20 August 1853, in which 

the three medallions arc listed among the exhibits. 114 In this, Woolncr's name appears 

among the participating artists where his address is given as ''Dr Howitt's, Collins

street". 1 15 

The Howitt portrait medallions which have not been discussed or reproduced m the 

literature to date, show why Woolner enjoyed such success with the mcdiurn. 116 From 

112 Woolner, I 917, p. 60. 
111 Cited by Peers, 1991 b, p. 34, n. 5. 
114 Melbourne, I X53, p. 16, nos. 206-20~. 
ll:i Melbourne, I X53, n .p. 
111

' Godll·ey Howitt; plaster rei icC medallion in contemporary gilded wooden Crame; 21.3 em diameter 
(sight); inscribed I.e. T. Woolner Sc. 1853; private collection, Melbourne Phebe Howitt; plaster relicr 
medallion in contemporary gilded wooden Crame; 21.3 em diameter (sight); inscribed I. c. T. Woo1ncr Sc. 
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the patron's point of view, the adaptability, portability and affordability of the format 

were matched by its evocation of the ancient classical tradition on which the Renaissance 

medal itself ultimately depended. One of its most distinctive characteristics is that it 

confers on the subject, regardless of status, something of the patrician reserve and 

authority of its imperial origins. In Woolner's hands, the low relief, profile portrait was 

also perfectly suited for display in a domestic environment. In terms of size it could be 

produced in larger or smaller dimensions and in plaster, marble or bronze according to 

the requirements of the individual patron. Having espoused Pre-Raphaelite principles, 

Woolner grafted tn1th to nature and realistic detail on to the classicizing form. This was 

an attractive selling point to patrons in the period before photographs became readily 

available to the general public in the 1860s. 

I X53; private collection, Melbourne Charles Ernest Howitt; plaster relief' medallion in contemporary 
mahogany lhune; I 0 em diameter (sight); inscribed T. Woolncr I H53; private collection, Melbourne. 
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Plate 7, Thomas Woolner (1 825-1892), Godfi-ey Howitt. Plaster relief sculpture, 1853. 
21.3 em., diameter (.s·ight). Private Collection 

Plate 8, Thomas Woo/ner (1825-1892), Phebe Howitt, 1853. Plaster relief sculpture. 
21.3 em. diameter. Private Collection 
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The Howitt family portrait medallions 

While a bronze medallion of Godfrey Howitt was cast c.l855 in London after Woolner's 

return from the colony, the plaster version executed in Melbourne in mid 1853 is still in 

possession of family descendants. 117 (Plate 7) In pristine condition, the meticulous 

delicacy and impeccably smooth modelling is of high order. Apart from the flattering 

treatment of Howitt's hair, swept forward in a neo~classical style, there is no attempt to 

idealise the subject. 118 Judging from cartes-de-visite of ten years later, this is a good 

likeness and contemporary critics noted Woolner's distinctive ability to portray the 

physical features of his subjects while suggesting something of their personalities. 

Recently, Benedict Read has rated Woolner's 'accuracy in modelling realistic detail' as 

being 'without parallel in contemporary sculpture' .119 The same qualities characterise the 

portrait medallion of Howitt's wife, Phebe, whose profile is clearly intended as a pendant, 

designed to face towards that of her husband. 120 (Plate 8) A notable aspect ofWoolncr's 

accuracy is his handling of Phebe Howitt's head-dress, with its carefully articulated 

pattern and realistically modelled folds, in which the fine netting of the cap seems to have 

been impressed in the original plaster and then translated to the bronze n1cdium. 121 

117 Measuring 21.3 em diameter, in a gilded wooden period Ji·amc; in the possession of f~unily descendants. 
11 x Edwards who could not have seen the Howitt portrait. associates the nco-classical clement with a later 

phase ofWoolner's development in the unos; Edwards, 2003, p. 14. 
11 '~ Quoted in Ormond, 1 991, p. 42, n. 13. 
120 In a similar period Jrame of identical measurement, 21.3 em diameter. 
121 Peers, 1991 a, pp. 14-15, fig. 12. 
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Plate 9, Thomas Woolner ( 1825-1892), Charlie Howitt, 1853. Plaster relief sculpture, I 0 em. 
diameter (sight). Private Collection 
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Plate 10, Thomas Woolner ( 1825-1892), Captain George Ward Cole, Thomas Anne Cole and their 
son, Farquhar Cole , 1853. Plaster relief medallions, diameters, respectively: 20.8 em.; 20.8 em.; 
18.0 em .. LTS 23 1126352. LaTrobe Pictures Collection, State Librmy qf Victoria. 

Plate 11, Thomas Woolner (1825-1892), Agnes McCrae, 1858. Plaster relief medallion, 20.5 em. 
diameter (sight). Private Collection 
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The close connection noted by Juliet Peers between certain details in the Howitt portrait 

medallions and those of their friends, Captain Ward Cole and his family, is significant 

since it is proof of the Howitts' successful pr01notion of Woolner's portrait sculpture. In 

the portrait of the same year, 1853, the treatment of Thomas Ann Cole's cap reflects that 

of Phebe Howitt's head-dress. (Plate 10) Similarly, the proportionately smaller size of 

Woolner's portrait of Charlie Howitt is repeated by a similar ratio of dimensions in the 

trio of father, mother and child of the Ward Cole family. 122 (Plate 9) While the bronze 

medallion of Edith Howitt in the National Gallery of Australia must have been preceded 

by a plaster medallion executed directly from the subject in Melbourne in 1853, no trace 

of one has yet appeared. 123 (Plate 12a) 

The Howitt circle of influence: Melbourne and Sydney 

Without exception there are Howitt-McCrae circle links with all the known portrait 

medallions produced in Melbourne to have so far come to light. There are a number of 

plaster medallions in addition to the Australian bronze portraits identified in the "List of 

Works" by the artist's daughter and biographer, Amy Woolner. 124 The four Howitt 

medallions aside, Woolner's Melbourne portraits were of Lieutenant Governor LaTrobe, 

Captain George Ward Cole (two versions), his wife, Thomas Ann, and son, Farquhar 

Cole, Octavius Browne (friend and subject of Georgiana McCrae's water-colour portrait), 

John Pinney Bear and his wife, Annette, James Clow and Agnes McCrae. 125 While it is 

perfectly possible that other plasters were made which have since disappeared, the group 

identified to date is evidence of the effectiveness of Howitt patronage and promotion. 

Woolner himself confirmed this analysis in writing to his father from Sydney the 

following year: 

122 Measuring I 0 em diameter ( cf'20J~ em diameter or the adult portraits), in a mahogany period frame. 
LTS 23 1126352. LaTrobe Pictures Collection, SLY. 

121 Miss J~'dith /!owi!l, cast and patinated bronze, marble, 21.8 em. diameter (sight). Ace. No. 80.877, NGA. 
124 These include the portraits of' James Clow, Thomas Ann and Farquhar Cole and later in England, Agnes 

McCrae. 
125 Examples of Woolner's portraits of Charles LaTrobe (H5489/ I-1141489), George Ward Cole both alone 

(H 105X3 LTS I X) and with his wife Thomas Ann and son, Farquhar (L TS 23 1-126352), and James Clow 
(H36) arc preserved in the La Trobc Pictures Collection, SLY; John Pinney Bear and his wife, Annette, 
arc preserved in AGSA; a bronze medallion of Edith Howitt is held in NGA; plaster medallions of 
Godfrey, Phebe and Charlie Howitt and Agnes McCrae are in the possession of descendants; an example 
of Octavius Browne has not yet come to light. 
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I worked out all the good folks I could get to sit to me at Melbourne and came here 
chiefly to try to get a statue of Wentworth, the Sydney folks have been subscribing 
towards .. .If this Wentworth statue were in Melbourne instead of Sydney I could make 
almost certain of it; but here I have no friends particularly interested in my success. Of 
course I could not expect to find such friends as the Howitts. I might wait a long time 
for that. Sir Charles Nicholson, Speaker of the Legislative Council, is remarkably civil to 
me in introducing me about and inviting me to his house etc., etc., but what good is all 
this to me, unless I obtain work thro' it?126 

Almost certainly owing to the Howitts' or the McCraes' introduction to Dr (later Sir) 

Charles Nicholson, Woolner despite his complaints, had once more landed on his feet. 

The McCracs had bought the land for their first house, Mayfield, from Nicholson who 

has been described as 'the most cntditc collector in the colony [New South Wales]'. 127 In 

the final count, according to Amy Woolner's list, the Melbourne medallions of 1853 were 

outnumbered by those executed in Sydney in 1854. 

Edith Howitt had become engaged to Woolner during his Melboun1e stay and it is clear 

that her parents refused to allow their marriage until Woolner was established and able to 

support his wife in a suitable manner. In an attempt to win the Sydney commission for 

the Wentworth statue which entailed an award of £2000, Woolner returned to London in 

1854 in order to participate in the competition. Sympathetic to the young people and 

keen to support Woolncr's cause, Phebe Howitt would have willingly employed any 

means to achieve that end as a letter to her daughter in 1855 reveals: "[ asked Dr Howitt 

if he thought anything could be done to influence the Sydney committee. Doctor grew 

quite energetic in condemning me - as if I thought Wentworth's statue the only road to 

crninencc". 12
H Phebe Howitt was strongly in favour of Woolner remaining in England to 

establish his career. Her readiness to express her views to her absent daughter as well as 

to Woolncr suggests she was confident that her opinion would carry weight with them 

both: 

Now Mr Woolner has got a studio, he will have occupation to settle his mind and the next 
letter will evince more calm wisdom. It will never do for him to put away his powers and 
vitality in useless regrets about leaving Australia etc. it will take some time after 
exhibiting in England before orders would pour in but to leave England immediately after 
making a name would be throwing away a chance likely to be far more pennanent and 

126 Dated 24 January, I ~54; Woolncr, 1917, pp. 64-5. 
127 McCrae, n.d., MS 12018, 2524/5 (d). McCrae Family Papers. LaT. A. MS Coli., SL V. Bell, 1993, pp. 

57-84. 
J.lx Dated 2 .July, l X55; Ciodfi·cy Howitt Papers, privately held. 
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beneficial in the end than any amount of profit in Australia. I shall write as soon as I 
have time and hope Mr Woolner will see that it is for the best to remain in England. 129 

In following Phebe Howitt's clear-headed advice, Woolner eventually became one of the 

most successful English sculptors in the second half of the century. Phebe Howitt's 

correspondence of 1855 also reveals how Woolner conducted business with his 

Australian patrons from England: " ... Mr Woolner ... received the £125 and would 

execute my commissions". 130 This makes an interesting comparison with Woolner's 

letter from Melbourne of 1853 to his father: "I get 25 pounds for a medallion here. In 

England they would not give me 25 pence".131 

It seems therefore, that Phebe Howitt's commissions must have been to execute five 

bronze casts, four of her family and almost certainly one of Charles La Trobe as well. At 

least four of these bronze medallions of Godfrey, Phebe and Edith Howitt and La Trobe 

have survived. (Plates 12, I 2a, 13 and 14) With the exception of Edith's portrait, three 

remain to this day in the possession of Howitt family descendants. 132 Since Woolner 

charged £I 2 for the creation of a plaster medallion in London, the cost to Phebe Howitt 

for five bronze medallions, would work out at slightly more than double the price of a 

plaster and precisely match the amount he claimed he could charge for his medallions 

while in Melbourne. 

Orders continued to aJTive in England from the Melbourne Howitts' circle during the 

following years such as a bronze cast of Captain Cole to be sent to Georgiana McCrae 

"for Mr McCrae". J:B In 1858 also, Woolncr received a commission for a posthumous 

plaster portrait medallion of the youngest McCrae child, Agnes, to be executed from a 

drawing hy her mother taken before her death, aged two and three-quarters in Melbourne 

in January I X54. 1 34 (Plate I I) 

129 Da!cd 12 May, I X55; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
110 Dated I July, I X 55; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
131 Woolner, 1917, p. 61. 
J.ll Bronze medallions or La Trobc, Godfrey and Phebe Howitt in Huon pine period frames; respectively 

21.5 em., 22 em .and 21.5 em. diameter (sight); each signed I.e.: T. Woolner Sc. 1853; private collection. 
111 Letter, n. d., September IX55; Ms 12X31, 3591/6. McCrae Family Papers. LaT. A. MS Coli., SLY. 
114 Niall, 1994, p. 20X. 
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Plate 12, Thomas Woolner (1825-1892), Charles LaTrobe, 
1853, Cast and patinated bronze, 21.5 em. diameter (.s·ight). 
Private Collection 

Plate 12A, Thomas Woolner (1825-1892), Miss Edith 
Hovvitt, 1853. Cast and patinated bronze, 21.8 em. diameter 
(.<.,·ight). National Gallety (~/Austra/;a 
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Plate 13, Thomas Woolner (1825-1892), Dr Godfrey Howitt, 1853, Cast and patinated 
hronze, 22.0 em. diameter (.s·ight). Private Collection 

Plate 14, Thoma.v Woo!ner (1825-1892), Phebe Howitt, 1853, Cast and pat;,1Clted 
hronze, 21.5 em. diameter (.'i·ight). P6vate CollecNon 
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Georgiana McCrae's portraits of Howitt family and friends: Edith and Louisa Anne 
Meredith 

Phebe Howitt's continuing encouragement and the influence of the Howitts' post-gold 

rush artist circle are evident in the portraits Georgiana McCrae produced after her return 

from Arthur's Seat in 1851. Furthermore, from September of that year, Andrew 

McCrae's appointment as Police Magistrate at far off Alberton, Gippsland, guaranteed 

income to the family and more freedotn to his wife who contrived never to join him there 

or anywhere else outside Melbourne. Two miniature portraits of the Howitts' only 

daughter, Edith, a pencil drawing and a water-colour which clearly belong to the post

Arthur's Scat period are evidence of the artist's continuing activity and her affection for 

members of the Howitt family: " ... next to my very own children she has ever been dear 

to me for some forty years past," she wrote at Edith Howitt's death in 1884.135 

11
) <)uoted in ( 'lcmente, Jl)94, p. 2lJ3. 
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Plate 15, Georgiana lvlcCrae (I 1104-1890), Edith Mary Howitt, c. 1853. Water-colour and pencil 
on paper. 23.?S x 18.6 em. oval (.\·ight). Private Collection. [Brenda Niall, Georgiana (Miegunyah 
Press, lvlelhourne, /994)]. 
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Plate I 6 Georgiana McCrae (1804-1890), Edith Mwy Howitt, c. 1853. Pencil on paper, 20.0 x 
16.1 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs James Evans, Governor. 
P 113 -/989. National Gallery <?l Victoria. 
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Characteristically, neither portrait is signed or dated but Edith Howitt's appearance is so 

close to Woolner's 1853 sculpted image that the two miniatures of her must also belong 

to around that time. (Plates 15 and 16) This contradicts my earlier suggested dating of c. 

1860 for the pencil portrait, of direct Howitt provenance, which was presented in 1989 to 

the National Gallery of Victoria by Mrs James Evans. 136 It is possible that the drawing 

may represent a preparatory stage for the water-colour which remained in possession of a 

McCrae family descendant until its sale in 1995. 137 However, this seems doubtful since 

the pencil portrait is quite highly finished and the pose and dress are different from the 

water-colour. Edith Howitt's hair-style in both miniatures is repeated in Woolner's 

portrait medallion which came to light after the drawing and the water-colour were first 

published in 1989 and 1990 respectively. (Plate 12a) The individual approach of each 

artist is revealing: Georgiana McCrae's water-colour flatters her subject with a dainty 

pointed chin and rosebud mouth while Woolner, with his Pre-Raphaelite truth-to-nature 

principles, has reproduced her rather heavy lower jaw. Nevertheless, in both versions, 

Edith Howitt's appearance is compatible with that of a 19 year old girl which she would 

have been in I 853. This conclusion is supported by a comparison of two photographs, 

one from around that time, 1853/1855, and a carte-de-visite from sometime after her 

marriage in I ~66, which shows her, ten or more years on, as a woman clearly in her early 

thitiics, with her hair dressed quite differently. 13
H (Plates 17 and 18) 

111
' Pencil on paper, 20 x 16.1 em .. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs James Evans, 
Governor 19X9. NCJV. According to current family members, the division of Mrs S.P. Thompson's 
estate resulted in the d ispcrsal or her possessions to her various grand children. The Thompson estate is 
also the original source or works presented in the Evans donation. 

117 Water-colour heightened with white over traces of pencil, 23 x 18.6 (oval) sight measurement with 
provenance by descent fl·om Edith Mary Anderson (nee Howitt) to Mrs Jill Wilkman, Sydney; 1995 sale 
to a private Melbourne collector; reproduced in Niall, 1994, pp. 292-3, pl. 31. 

I.\X In the private possession of Howitt ramily descendants. 
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Nelboumt.l. 

Left: Plate 17, Unknown photographer, Edith Mmy Howitt, 1853/1855. Private Collection; 
Right: Plate I H, Edith Mary Anderson (nee flowitt), qfter 1866, Carte-de-visite. Private 
Collection 

Joining the Howitt circle of creative talent, Louisa Anne Meredith (1812-1895), writer, 

social commentator, naturalist and botanical artist, was the subject of one of Georgiana 

McCrae finest colonial portraits. This dates from the middle of the period between 1851 

and 1869 when she is presumed to have given up painting almost entirely. 139 A guest of 

the Howitts on her first Melbourne visit from Tasmania in 1856, Meredith revelled in 

their artistic and literary circle and published an account of her experiences in Over the 

Straits: a Visit to Victoria in 1861. Her Melbourne stay with the Howitts led to lasting 

thendships with the artists, including von Guerard and Chevalier and to artistic 

collaboration with Edward Baten1an. Furthermore, this was the start of a warm 

relationship between Louisa Anne Meredith, Phebe Howitt and her closest friend 

11
'J Niall, 1994, p. 215. 
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Georgiana McCrae, three cultivated, pioneering women of the early colony. Writing to 

the latter some titne after Phebe Howitt's stroke in 1856, Thomas Woolner referred to this 

friendship: 

I hope if you go to Van Diemen's Land you will be pleased with your visit to Mrs 
Meredith. I have often heard Mrs Howitt speak kindly of her and I am sure she must be a 
most delightful woman. I wish poor Mrs Howitt had gone as she intended to see Mrs 
Meredith and I have no doubt the strength the change would have wrought might have 
warded otT this last dreadful attack. How sad it must be for the family, the Doctor and 
Miss Howitt in particular.140 

Though typical of her tnanncr in every way, Georgiana McCrae's portrait of Louisa Anne 

Meredith is one of her most successful works owing to the delicate but assured execution 

and the hint of lively intelligence in her redoubtable subject's expression. 141 (Plate 19) 

Significantly, the miniature remained in the possession of her friends, the Howitts and 

their descendants, until presented in 1989 to the National Gallery of Victoria. It dates 

either from that first 1856 Melbourne visit or possibly from a second occasion in 1860, 

suggested by Louisa Anne Meredith's chignon hair~style which according to Marion 

Fletcher, became fashionable at the end of the fifties and early 1860s. 142 A further piece 

of evidence which supports this later dating is a carte~de-visite which shows a strikingly 

youthful and handsome Meredith just as she appears in the miniature portrait. She is 

known to have been proud of her appearance and to have described the carte-de-visite in 

question as "unadulterated vanity". 143 Since carte-de-visite photographs were apparently 

introduced to Melbourne around 1860 and to Hobart in 1861, it may be assumed that 

these images of Louisa Anne Meredith must, in fact, have been created around that time 

when she was 4H years old. 144 Furthermore, Georgiana McCrae's tendency to flatter, 

evinced in the water-colour of Edith Howitt, was recognised by Lady Franklin who 

criticised her portrait of Bishop Broughton as being "too young, too smooth, too pink and 

I . l I t I ·I " 145 w 11te anc consequent y oo 1anc some . 

140 To U<:orgiana McCrae, n.d. September, 1858; MS 1283 I, F 359116. McCrae Family Papers. LaT. A. 
MS Coli., SLY. 

141 Water-colour and pencil, 19.8 x 16 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs James 
!~vans, Ciovcrnor 19X9, NGV. 

142 Fletcher, 1984, p. 120, pl. 90. 
14

l V. Rae-Ellis, 1990, Frontispiece. 
1 '~4 Davies and Stanbury, 1985, p. 1 13. 
l·lS Quoted inN iall, 1994, p. J5(l, n. 53. 
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Plate !9, Georgiana McCrae (1804-1 890}, Louisa Anne Meredith, c. 1860. Water-colour and 
pencil, /9.R x /6.0 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs James Evans, 
Govanor, /989. P 11211989. National Gallery of Victoria. 
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Portraits of the Howitt children by Bateman and Anna Mary Howitt: Charlie and 
Willie 

"The portrait of your Uncle Charlie is by Mr Bateman", wrote Georgiana McCrae, on 5 

May, 1889, to Edie Anderson, her favourite Howitt 'grand-child' as she affectionately 

called her, thus definitively settling the question of the drawing's attribution. (Plate 20) 

Discovered on a rubbish dump in Kew, its presence amongst a discarded series of Howitt 

family photographs is a strong indication of its links with the family. Its similarity to 

Woolner's portrait medallion of the young Charlie Howitt at a comparable age, further 

confirms its identity. Bateman's portrait in pencil and water-colour is of Charlie Howitt 

around 8 to I 0 years old, thus dating the sheet to somewhere between 1854 and 1856 

when the artist was living with the Howitts. The sheet is now preserved in the State 

Library of Victoria where it is correctly attributed to Bateman.146 Dr Neale 

understandably questioned this in her thesis, firstly on the basis of Bateman's habitual 

lack of interest in depicting the human form and secondly, because of its similarity to 

some of Georgiana McCrae's portraits of the Howitt children, such as those of Edith 

Howitt. 147 

Before coming across the documentation quoted above, I agreed with Neale's tentative 

attribution to Georgiana McCrae on the grounds of comparable execution. There are 

aspects of modelling in Charlie Howitt's portrait strongly reminiscent of Georgiana 

McCrae's technique. However, in Bateman's portrait, the delicate miniaturist modelling 

technique is not sufficiently robust to support the larger scale of the work, despite the 

quality of the draftsmanship. The figure has an awkward, wooden appearance not typical 

of Georgiana McCrae's work and the contrast between Bateman's drawing and the suave 

technique of Wool ncr's portrait of Charlie Howitt could not be greater. However, 

Georgiana McCrae's influence n1ay well have been a factor in Bateman's portrait, 

suggested by her ready identification of his hand many years later. lf so, just as Bateman 

had an impact on von Guerard's landscape style, this represents yet another instance of 

the exchange of stylistic influences which occurred within the Howitts artistic circle in 

Melbourne's imn1cdiate post-gold rush period. 

141
' Pencil, water-colour and Chinese white on bulTpaper; extensive foxing; 34.8 x 23.3 em.; Howitt Family 
Collection, 1193.371/1 LTC. La Trobc Pictures Coli., SLY. 

1
'
17 Neale, 200 I, pp. I I 0-1 I. 
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Plate 20, Edward LaTrobe Bateman (c./815-1997), Portrait of Charlie Howitt, c. 1855. Pencil, 
vvater-colour and chinese white on b~{f/ paper, 34.8 x 23.3 em. Howitt Family Collection. 
l/93.37111. La Trohe Pictures Co//ection, State Librcuy a,[ Victoria. 
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Bateman was fond of children, and his particular attachment to Charlie Howitt, suggested 

by this singular portrait, is supported by a letter of 1855 from Phebe Howitt: 148 

Charlie came home so delighted. Mr B.[ateman] had taken him to the arcade then bought 
him a gun. Then to Robertsons for a new book on Punch. Then to the confectioners for 
tarts and Ginger Beer. On my remonstrating on this appropriation of his money Mr B. 
said they were only two schoolboys taking a morning's holyday. 149 

This apparently unique example in Bateman's oeuvre may have been inspired by a wish 

to express his gratitude to the Howitts with whom he was living at the time for their 

hospitality. As Bateman was undoubtedly aware, Phebe Howitt was glad to have images 

of her children. The conspicuous lack of a painted or sculpted portrait of her oldest son, 

Willie, was due to his extended absence while studying medicine in England between 

1852 and 1856, a degree not then available in Melbourne. In 1855, Phebe Howitt 

expressed her disappointment to her sister~in-law, Mary, at Willie's refusal to sit to his 

cousin, the Pre-Raphaelite painter, Anna Mary Howitt: "My best thanks to Annie for her 

kind wish to send me Willie's portrait which would have rejoiced me. It was not kind of 

Willie to object to sitting though it might have been a little irksome to him". 150 

The Howitts, photography, cartes-de-visite and the demise of miniature portraiture 

Edward [who] has been most of the day trying Photographs first 
took two negatives of Alfred [Howitt] - and about 12 o'clock 
asked me to sit. I think he has succeeded very well. There are not 
so many flaws in it as in most of Mr Lamb's pictures. The second 
that was taken 1 got Charlie to lean against me- he kept quite still 
but in mine Edward says there is movement. There is something 
nice in the picture. Though it is rather too faint. But tomorrow 
Charlie is to be tried again. 15 1 (Plate 21) 

Plate 21, Edward Howitt (1836-1898), Phebe and Charlie Howitt, 1855. Private Collection 

14x Niall, Georgiana, p. 207, n. 29. 
149 To Edith Howitt, dated I 0 June, 1855; Godfl·ey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
150 Dated 27 January, 1855; MS 9356, I 045/2a ( 4). Howitt Family Correspondence. LaT. A. MS. Coli., 

SLY. 
151 Dated 8 May, I855; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
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Phebe Howitt's comments afford valuable insight into the mid-century state of 

photographic art in the colony. They also give a firm date of May, 1855, for a pair of 

daguerreotypes still in the possession of family descendants, in which she appears firstly 

alone and then with her youngest son. Charlie Howitt, recognizable from Woolner' s 

profile portrait medallion, leans against his mother and the slight movement mentioned 

by Edward Howitt is visible. It is instructive to see how even at this early stage, the 

Howitts quickly took to the new technology, showing the ease with which it was 

absorbed in the colony, closely shadowing the latest trends in the United Kingdom. 

Photography in the form of cartes-de-visite was to spell the end of miniature painting 

both in England and Australia, even though nine examples contributed by Georgiana 

McCrae to the Victorian Society of Arts exhibition of 1857 were fulsomely praised as 

"exquisite and might vic in grace, delicacy of touch, sentiment and high finish with those 

of Ross or Thorburn ... We have seen no miniatures in the colony comparable with those 

exhibited by Mrs McCrae ... ". 152 Writing to Georgiana McCrae from London in early 

September, I XSH, Thomas Woolner apprised her of the latest developments in art 

including miniature painting: "Miniature art is not in a flourishing condition now. Ross 

is no great shakes and Thorbun1 has given up business". 153 Thus Woolner astutely 

observed a trend confirmed by recent scholars: by 1860, in the country where it had 

principally flourished, miniature painting was all but defunct. 

The Howitts' tl1en1selves amply illustrate why portraiture m general and miniature 

portraiture especially, should have been so readily replaced by the new technology. The 

development of the carte-de-visite in the early 1860s duplicated the function of the 

miniature which by its very nature was almost exclusively one of record. Photography 

was accurate, relatively cheap, required one sitting only and could be quickly and 

dTicicntly reproduced. Furthermore, enthusiastic amateurs such as Edward Howitt could 

readily master the technology and attain a considerable degree of competence in the 

mcdium. 1 ~ 4 Once the need for recording personal appearance was taken over by 

photography, portraiture was edged aside almost to the point of becoming a genre, rather 

II!. Argus, 4 Ikcemher, I X::i7, quoted in Niull, 1094, p. 217, n. 50. 
111 MS 12X31, 359 I/(}. McCrae Family Papers. Ln T. A. MS Coli., SLY. 
II<\ Newlon, 19XX, p. 22. 
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than occupying the major position it had previously shared with landscape as one of the 

predominant categories of mainstream art. 
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Chapter 3 - Landscape Art 

Background: landscape art in Europe and the colony 

Phebe Howitt's contribution of Bateman's 'Sketches of Australian Scenery' to the 1854 

Melbourne Exhibition, made a major impression in a number of quarters. 155 The noted 

Dublin botanist, Professor W. H. Harvey, remarked on the faithful rendering of the plants 

in Bateman's drawings and determined to buy the projected volumes in which they were 

to appear as lithographic plates. 156 These drawings were likely to have been identical 

with Bateman's Views of the Station Plenty, a series in pencil of Flora ville, the property 

owned by Phebe Howitt's Quaker brothers, John and Robert Bakewell. (Plate 22) 

Undoubtedly inspired by the artisfs souvenir series of Lieutenant-Governor LaTrobe's 

Jolimont residence prior to his 1854 departure, the Bakewells commissioned a similar set 

in anticipation of their own return to England that same year. However, it was not the 

traditional English topographical aspect of Bateman's views which was eye-catching but 

rather his drawing technique of visually compelling, minutely detailed, photograph-like 

accuracy. The extraordinary clarity and sharpness of his small, monochromatic images 

demonstrably held their own amongst much larger, polychromatic paintings at the 1854 

exhibition, the first instance of Victorian government-backed arts organization. 157 Seeing 

Bateman's drawings for the first time on that occasion, the foremost mid century 

landscape painter, Eugene von Guerard (1811-190 1 ), in an unpublished letter to the 

Argus, described their profound itnpact on his own stylistic development: 

If the noble Art Critic ... accuses the style of painting of Mr. V.[on] G.[uerard] as 
Preraf'lltel itc this artist can assure the public that it was the first time that he had heard of 
that school in the year 1854 when he exhibited his first pictures of Australian scenery in 
Melbourne and that the only reason for which he adopted that so-called style was that he 
finds nature so infinitely Preraffaelite ... he wished to paint so closely ... the details and 
effects of nature ... to arrive near this aim of all the really great artists. 158 

1 ~s Melbourne, I X54, p. 30, no. 297. 
IS<, Quoted in Ducker, J9HH, p. 159. 
1s7 All the Views (d'Pienty Station arc in pencil, heightened with white on the same sized sheets of buff

coloured paper measuring I X.7 x 27.3; 645.1/12-5, NGV; catalogued and illustrated in Whitelaw, 1976, 
cat. 12-23, pl. 13-21. 

11x July, n.d., I X70, quoted in Smith, 1990, p. 167. 
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Plate 22, Edward Bateman (c.l815-1897) View of the Station Plenty. View VIII, Port 
Philip District, [n.d. 1853/ 1856]. Pencil heightened with white on buff paper, 27.3 x 18.7 
em. 645.8-5. Felton Bequest 1960, National Gallery of Victoria. 
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This was a determinant experience for von Guerard. From that time he incorporated even 

in his most grandiose, sweepingly Romantic views of Australian scenery, exquisitely 

painted details of natural minutiae which he had so much admired in Bateman's 

'Preraffaelite' drawings, as he described them. 

The exhibition's fine arts court featured a diverse group of international, professional 

artists. Like Bateman, drawn to Victoria for the most part by the gold ntsh, the Austrian 

von Guerard and the universally gifted German, Ludwig Becker, showed alongside the 

English portraitist and history painter, William Strutt, and the sculptors Charles Summers 

and Thomas Woolner. Despite the range of work exhibited in 1854, as Andrew Sayers 

has noted, landscape art was predominant in all media throughout the 1860s and 1870s in 

Australia. 159 It was a key expression of the tide of nature worship engulfing Europe, 

Britain and its colonies, by the middle of the century. In 1870, von Guerard noted the 

pre-erninence of the concept of Nature in all categories of art of the period: 

To a certain degree the time produces the want for a certain kind of art, it is very difficult 
that art will be able to change the taste of the time and ... in our time it is principally the 
wish for the works of art copied or taken from nature, nearly in all branches of art and 
especially in landscape painting. 160 

Von Guerard had trained extensively in continental Europe before arriving in Victoria at 

the mature age of 41. After studying with expatriate German Romantic painters in Rome 

and then Naples, he spent four years from 1841 at Germany's foremost art school, the 

DUsseldorf Academy. Under its reforming director, the former Nazarene, Wilhelm 

Schadow ( l7XX-l X62 ), he learned a careful, well finished style of painting and received 

unprecedented specialist landscape training under Johann Wilhelm Schirmer (1807-

1 X6] ), initiator of then innovatory sketching trips into nearby mountainous districts. Von 

Ciucrard thereby imbibed a reverence for and 'a response true to Nature'. 161 The German 

Romanticism which imbued his work was a regional expression of the pan-European 

movement embracing philosophy, religion and aesthetics throughout the first half of the 

century. According to its principles, Nature was invested with high moral and spiritual 

qualities and in the contemplation of its works both great and small, man could find God 

I.~'J Sayers, 19X9, p. X3. 
11

'
0 Von (iucrard, quoted in Smith, 1990, p. 169. 

11
" Bruce, Comstock and McDonald, 19X2, p. 6. 
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and so elevate his mind and soul. Nature thus came to be seen as synonymous with God 

and in the closely associated concept of the Sublime -Nature at her most dramatic and 

awe inspiring -man could embrace the universe and see the hand of its Creator.162 

In England, a parallel concept of Nature's supremacy was being developed, albeit in a 

different artistic context, in the avant-garde work of the first group of Pre-Raphaelite 

painters. In his 1 853 Edinburgh Lectures, delivered the year before the Melbourne 

Exhibition, John Ruskin (1819-1900), had expounded the paramount role of Nature in the 

art of the coming men, Millais, Rossetti and Holman Hunt: 

Pre-Raphaelitism has but one principle, that of absolute, uncompromising truth in all that 
it does, obtained by working everything down to the most minute detail, from nature, and 
from nature only. Every Pre-Raphaelite landscape background is painted to the last 
touch, in the open air, from the thing itself. .. This is the main Pre-Raphaelite principle. 163 

Ruskin's definition reveals the relationship between Pre-Raphaclite ideals and the wave 

of Romantic nature worship which had penneated both English and European culture in 

the 'first half of the century. These ideas were entirely compatible with the religious and 

aesthetic attitudes of the Howitt family who around mid century, both in England and 

Australia, had resigned from the Society of Friends. The English Howitts' search for a 

form of worship which could encompass their intellectual scepticism and their irradicably 

Romantic reverence for Nature, the outward sign of God's presence, was described by 

Mary Howitt in 1844: ""Anna Mary, Alfred and I have been this morning to the Unitarian 

chapel ... for they arc the people with whom we seem to have most unity of feeling and 

opinion". 164 Again in 1 g51, on the subject of non-observance and chapel-going, she 

recorded: "'We say, "We will walk out with the children into God's Temple and worship 

there' ... Thus we will make the Sunday holy and attractive' ". 165 

Meeting Bateman in London at the end of 1848 and through him members of the newly 

formed Prc-Raphaclitc Brethren, the English Howitts like Ruskin, appreciated the "oddity 

of composition and colouring, combined with a marvellous fidelity in detail" of "'the 

young rcf()nllcrs", as Mary Howitt called them. 166 This attitude paved the way in tum for 

162 Bruce, el a/., 19X2, p. 2X. 
1113 Ruskin, 19XO, pp. 64-5. 
164 Howitt, I XX9, 2, pp. 12, I 3. 
11's Howitt, I XX9, 2, p. 6X. 
1
M' Howitt I XX9, 2, p. 72. 
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the Melbourne Howitts' warm reception of Bateman and Woolner, arriving in October, 

1852, a matter of weeks after Mary's husband, William Howitt, and their sons, Alfred 

and Charlton, who had also joined the gold rush. 

Pre-Raphaelitism in Australian landscape art: the Howitts' contribution 

As he stated unequivocally, von Guerard's first encounter in 1854 with the 'Preraffaelite 

school', as he described it, was a defining moment. There can be no doubt that he was 

referring to the Bateman drawings loaned by Phebe Howitt since Woolner's sculpted 

portrait medallions which she also contributed, were the only other examples of Pre

Raphaelite art in the exhibition. For Bateman and von Guerard, specialists in landscape 

and botanical art, figurative art was of incidental interest only while it was central to the 

historical, literary, religious and moral themes of the Pre-Raphaelites as Ruskin had 

pointed out: 

... as landscape painters, their principles must in great part, coll'fine them to mere 
foreground work; and singularly enough that they may not be tempted away from this 
work, they have been born with comparatively little enjoyment of those evanescent 
effects and distant sublimities which ... Turner ... has done ... before them ... delighting 
to begin at the very point where Pre-Raphaelitism become[s] powerless. 167 

While the existence of a Pre-Raphaelite form of pure landscape art is dubious, the work 

of Bateman, a self-styled Pre-Raphaelite "sympathizer" but not a member, would qualify 

by Ruskin's definition on the basis of his exacting, realistic treatment of natural detail. 

Von Guerard's account of Bateman's impact on his work is supported by what little is yet 

known of his pre-colonial style, dismissively described by a contemporary German critic 

as glumly turgid, conventional landscapes, lacking in attractive colour and light effects as 

well as breadth and skilful trcatment. 16
g 

Pre-colonial connections between von Guerard and Bateman may have been closer than 

have been previously realized. As Neale suggests, Bateman may have trained at the 

Manchester School of Design under the Scottish artist William Dyce (1806-1864). 169 In 

the mid I S20s, Dyce met the Nazarcnes in Rome and, on returning to Britain, introduced 

167 Ruskin, 19XO, p. 65. 
16x Bruce, 1!1 a/., 19X2, pp. 7-8, n. 28. 
16

'J Neale, 200 I, p. 66. 
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their style to the Pre-Raphaelites, William Holman Hunt and John Everett Millais. 170 In 

Neale's view, Bateman's influence on the botanical component ofMillais and Anna Mary 

Howitt's early work between 1849 and 1852, led to the formation of a "Pre-Raphaelite 

sub-school of botanical art". 171 Subsequently in colonial Victoria, Bateman had a 

similarly transforming effect on von Guerard's imported German Romantic style. His 

stated aim was to achieve a balance of finely painted botanical details, harmoniously 

blended into his sublime and picturesque landscapes: 

... an artist should so far as it is compatible with the effect of a picture, imitate nature not 
only in the masses but also in the details ... which he executes with the greatest desire to 
imitate nature as well as in his power, not only in the elaborate copy of her details ... but 
to catch now and then a glhnpse of the divine poetical feelings in his works. 172 

The topographical, picturesque and gardenesque in colonial landscape art 

Bateman's Views (~!the Station Plenty fulfilled the ideal of the picturesque which had 

caught the popular imagination in the first half of nineteenth century England. This 

concept, according to Uvedale Price in his Essay on the Picturesque (1794-8), consisted 

of physical qualities in nature and art characterized by 'intricacy', 'irregularity', 

'roughness' and analogous colouring, producing 'curiosity' in the observer. 173 All these 

clements were present in Bateman's intensely observed, loaded images of unfamiliar 

scenery imbued with chromatically suggestive chiaroscuro which inspired enthusiasm in 

scientists and artistic colleagues alike. Their display by the Howitts at the official venue 

of the 1854 Melbourne Exhibition generated a spate of small, private commissions within 

their immediate circle for topographical drawings of houses and gardens as well as 

garden design and landscaping. 

This most timely employment had begun after the departure of Bateman's coustn, 

Lieutenant-Governor LaTrobe on 6 May 1854, and from that time he was offered a home 

with the Howitts at Collins Street. ln that early period, the family's contacts were cntcial 

to Bateman who was both impractical and incapable of managing money. By July of that 

year, he was making an income by working for a prominent Melbourne friend of the 

Howitts, Captain Ward Cole whose wife, Thomas Ann, was Georgiana McCrae's sister-

170 Smith, 1990, p. 167, n. 7. 
171 Neale, 200 I, pp. 67-8, I II, II3-4. 
172 Letter dated July, I870, quoted in Smith, 1990, p. 168. 
171 Quoted in Osborne, 1979, p. ~69. 
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in-law. In addition to drawing Cole's first Melbourne house in William Street, prior to its 

sale, Bateman was also landscaping his landmark Brighton property, St Ninians. 174 

Despite the artist's preference for monochrome, chiefly pencil heightened with white, or 

pen and ink, with grey wash, Bateman's patrons required coloured topographical views. 

In early May, 1855, Phebe Howitt reported that he was working for the Coles at Brighton 

again, producing a coloured drawing of their house, St Ninians. Such commissions were 

time-consuming and labour intensive and describing Bateman "working closely" at his 

drawing, Phebe Howitt noted on 2 June: "Captain Cole gave Mr B[ateman] £60.00 so 

now I fancy Mr B. will make a pretty long holy day writing verses etc. to his hearts 

contcnt". 175 On 14 June, she described his next commission for slight coloured sketches 

of Dr Thomas's three cottages at Brighton. 176 Finally, at the beginning of July, he was 

remodelling the garden of her friend, Mary Cobham. 177 

From Phebe Howitt's evidence in mid 1855, Bateman was living a hand-to-mouth 

existence, dependent on her family for accommodation and surviving financially on 

precarious earnings from such small, laborious commissions. However this early stage 

ended abruptly around the end of 1856 when a stroke completely incapacitated Phebe 

Howitt, making it inappropriate for Bateman to remain in residence with the family. 

From around the beginning of 1857 on, he was thrown much more on his own resources 

though he appears to have been rescued at the time, again by Howitt friends, the Bartletts, 

who offered him accommodation. 178 

From Collins Street to artist camps and expeditions: Fern tree Gully, 1858 

From I X55, almost certainly due to influential friends such as Mr Justice Barry and Dr 

Godti·cy Howitt, public commissions for garden designs and landscaping from the 

Melbourne City Council and the University had started to come Bateman's way. 

However, while marking a new stage in his career, these projects were poorly paid and 

174 A. W. Jlowitt to Mary Howitt, 3 July, 1854; Ms 9356, 1045/ ld (6). Howitt Family Papers. LaT. A. MS 
Coli., SLY. 
m Letters from Phebe Howitt to Edith Howitt, 6, 12, 20, 26 May, 2 June, 1855; Godfrey Howitt Papers, 
privately held. 
176 Phebe Howitt to Edith Howitt, I 4, 2 I June, 1855. A tracing connected with Bateman's drawing of the 
Thomas cottages is in possession of Howitt family descendants. Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
177 Phebe Howitt to Edith Howitt, I July, 1855; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
m A. W. Howitt to Anna Mary Howitt, 10 August, 1857; MS 9356, 1045/2b (6). Howitt Family Papers. La 
T. A. MS Coli., SL V. 
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Phebe Howitt's stroke in 1856 deprived Bateman ofboard and lodging. In June, 1858, at 

Femtree Gully, Bateman and Alfred Howitt, no longer employed on his uncle Dr Godfrey 

Howitt's Caulfield farm, constructed a log cabin in which to live during the winter. 

No work is known from Bateman's Femtree Gully stay although one major drawing of a 

Gum discussed in association with his Cape Schanck period, may in fact date from this 

time. At the end of September, von Guerard and Nicholas Chevalier (1828-1902) visited 

Bateman and Howitt at Femtree Gully where their cabin was not so much an artists' 

camp as a base for a sketching expedition. More than once during the course of that year, 

the painters had met up in the Dandenong area with Howitt, who always receptive to their 

company, described one such occasion: HQf course Guerard and Chevalier made sketches 

- and Chevalier was in great delight with this his first trip in the bush". 179 A later arrival 

in Melbourne in 1854, the Swiss Chevalier, trained in Lausanne and Munich, had moved 

to London in I 851 where he had acquired skills in lithography and water-colour painting. 

In the colony, he was principally renowned for his broad range of artistic 

accomplishments and as a high calibre illustrator of the Melbourne Punch and other 

newspapers. However, works such as Mount Arapiles and the Mitre Rock of 1863 and 

The BL(f/'alo Ranges, Victoria of 1864, secured his reputation as a serious landscape 

painter. At Fcmtrec Gully with his friend, von Guerard, whom he often accompanied on 

sketching tours, Chevalier embarked on an arduous twelve day walk through 150 miles of 

dense, untracked bush, led by Howitt who had been deputed to explore the Baw Baw 

region from the Dandenongs to look out for gold and wild cattle. 180
• During this 

expedition, enduring friendships were forged and Howitt concluded: " .. .I felt quite sorry 

at parting with our two companions ... In one such week you become more thoroughly 

acquainted than a year of ordinary intercourse would do". 181 

In the course of his exploratory activity, Howitt became a self-taught geologist, and on a 

subsequent expedition in November, 1860, he described a splendidly rugged mountain 

range: "I called it De Guerard's Range as he was with us at the time. He has been in a 

17
<J To Anna Mary Howitt, 4 February, 1X58; MS 9356, 1045/2b (12). Howitt Family Papers. LaT. A. MS 
Coil., SLY. 

lxo Walker, 1971, pp. 93-7, nn. 4-8. 
lXI A. W. Howitt to Anna Mary Howitt, 7 October, 1858; MS 9356, I 045/2 b (19). Howitt Family Papers. 

LaT. A. MS Coli., SLY. 
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state of delight ever since he saw it. I said "You have six months work before you on that 

river". He replied "Dare is not seex months. Dare is seex years". He says that this one 

view would repay hitn for the whole journey from Melbourne and for an artist to say that 

who has been in Italy and the Alps is no small praise". 182 

Artist camps and expeditions: Van Diemen's Land, 1859 

On 1 i 11 July, 1859, Alfred Howitt wrote to his sister, Annie, in England that her former 

fiance, Bateman, was expected back in Victoria from a trip to Van Diemen's Land. 183 

Bateman had been staying at Louisa Anne Meredith's country house, Twamley, on 

Tasmania's eastern coast where he designed the cover and poem titles for her 

forthcoming gift book, Some of My Bush Friends in Tasmania. 184 This was a result of 

their introduction in 1856 by the Godfrey Howitts when the Merediths were guests at 

their Melbourne house. Of a number of Tasmanian landscape drawings he is known to 

have executed for his own purposes, only his view of the Ruined Graveyard on Maria 

Island, just off shore from the Meredith's property, has thus far come to light. 185 The 

existence of two more such Tasmanian subjects was disclosed after Bateman's 

incapacitating injury in 1868 when he asked Willie Howitt to return them for teaching 

purposes, in order to ean1 a living. 186 A letter preserved by another branch of Howitt 

descendants, confirms that these drawings were in fact restored to Bateman in 1869 

before his departure for England. 187 Apart from the Maria Island view, the whereabouts 

of the other Tasmanian drawings is unknown with the exception of one small sheet still in 

possession of family descendants. Securely belonging to that occasion, it is a sketch of a 

distant view of the Meredith's residence, Twamley. (Plate 23) Executed in pen and ink 

over traces of pencil, measuring 10.9 x 18.1 em., unusually for Bateman, the sheet is 

1x2 A. W.llowitt to Mary Howitt; MS 9356 1045/3a(l0). Howitt Family Papers. LaT. A. MS Coli., SLY. 
Von Guerard and Chevalier embarked on other scientific expeditions with Howitt and with Professor 
George Balthasar von Neumayer (1 !:Q6-1909), hydrographer and meteorologist in charge of the 
Humboldt inspired magnetic survey of Victoria. 

Jx:l A. W. Howitt to Anna Mary Howitt; MS 9356, l045/2b (24). Howitt Family Papers. LaT. A. MS Coil. 
SLY. 

1x4 Meredith, I X60. 
Jxs Neale, 200 I, pp. 95-6. 
1x

6 Bateman to Edith Anderson, 20 July, 1868; MJEP, NGV, quoted in Neale, 2001, p. 95. 
IX? To William [Willie] Howitt, 24 March, 1869; Dr Alison Inglis kindly showed me this letter in the 

possession or her relatives. 
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inscribed with title in his hand, lower right: "Twamley. The Residence of Charles 

Meredith Esq.re. Tasmania". 188 

1 
HH ( ioulh:y Ilowitt Papers; privately held. 
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Plate 23, Edward Bateman (c./815-1897), Twamley. The Residence (~(Charles Meredith Esq.re. 
Tasmania, 1859. Pen and ink and wash and pencil, 10.9 x 18.2 em. Private Collection 

Plate 24, Edvvard Bateman (c.l815-1897), Study (~fa Haystack. Pencil on bz!ffpaper,l7.8 x 25.4 
em. Private Collection 
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Artist camps and expeditions: von Guerard at Cape Schanck 

"Edith is gone down to that glorious Cape Schanck", wrote the would-be bushman, 

Alfred Howitt, longingly in 1855.189 In the following decade, portrayal of its dramatic 

coastline by the best Victorian landscapists, transformed the area into a beauty spot and 

tourist destination. However in the 1850s, it was a best-kept secret by early settlers like 

the Barkers who no doubt influenced the Howitts' decision to take up land in the area. 

The two families were close in the 1850s and Alfred Howitt described his first visit to 

Cape Schanck in January 1855 when he and Bateman stayed at the Barkers' station. On 

that occasion they also met the Scottish station manager, Robert Anderson, who was later 

employed on Godfrey Howitt's neighbouring Cape Schanck property, Barragunda, 

purchased in 1860. 190 

One of von Gu6rards' sketch-books contains evidence that he visited Cape Schanck as 

early as May 1855 although whether he knew the Howitts or the Barkers at that point is 

not clear. 191 In 1858, Godfrey Howitt had first begun to buy up land in the immediate 

coastal hinterland north east of Cape Schanck and Main Creek, contiguous with the 

Barkers' boundaries. In February of that year, von Guerard had made a sketching trip to 

the area where he executed I 1 drawings, all dated 15 February, carefully inscribed with 

titles and notes on colour and vegetation. Almost certainly von Guerard stayed with the 

Barkers on that occasion since one sheet is annotated with the name of their property, 

"Cape Schanck Station", while another is entitled "Old Bridge near Mr Barkers 

Station". 192 Apart fl·om artistic worth, these sketches are of considerable value in 

documenting and identifying works of art of Cape Schanck subjects belonging to the 

Howitts in the I 860s. 

So orderly was von Guerard's working method that from the numbered sketch-book 

sheets, it is virtually possible to follow his progress step-by-step. He started from a high 

IH'J To Mary llowitt, I X December, 1855; MS 9356, I 045/2a (17). Howitt Family Papers. LaT. A. MS 
Coil., SLV. 

I•Jo A. W. Ilowitt to Anna Mary Howitt, n. d., January 1855: MS 9356, 1045/2a (2). Howitt Family Papers. 
LaT. A. MS Coli., SLV. 

I'JI 'Australian Sketchbooks' 1855. DGB, 2, Jols 4, 5. Dixson Galleries, SLNSW. The prominent Barker 
llunily arrived in the colony in 1840, the same year as the Howitts. The brothers, John and Edward, 
established a run and homestead at Cape Schanck, on Burrabong Creek under licence. Hollinshed, Bird 
and Goss, 1982, pp. 35, 74-5, 83-4. 

1
')

2 'Australian Sketchbooks', 1858-1859, DGB 16, v. 8, fols I, 4, 8, 11. Dixson Galleries, SLNSW. 
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view-point, probably on the Barkers' property at the eastern end of Bushrangers Bay 

facing west towards the distant Pulpit Rock, and moved down to the rocks on the Sandy 

Beach near the Main Creek outlet. Von Guerard's sketch-book thus reveals a completely 

different approach from Bateman who tended to bring the focal point of a drawing to a 

high state of finish while the rest of the composition was barely outlined. 193 (Plate 24) 

Instead, von Guerard's studies show that the whole composition was first sketched in 

pencil and reinforced by pen and ink. The component details, light and shade, etc. were 

then laid in with pen strokes, hatching and wash. The subjects range from panoramic 

views of the area to close-up, carefully executed, detailed studies of particular vegetation 

and landscape forms. The number and finish of the drawings completed in a single day's 

work reveal an artist of prodigious energy and concentration whose productivity was 

based on a rapid drawing technique of great virtuosity. 

It was standard practice for von Guerard to accumulate series of multiple sketch-book 

studies such as those from his 1858 Cape Schanck trip from which back in his Melbourne 

studio, he would produce his characteristically highly finished oil paintings. Von 

Guerard's Cape Schanck landscape acquired by Godfrey Howitt two years later in 1860, 

is a case in point. That year, Howitt bought fluther property at Cape Schanck, contiguous 

with his first purchase of 1858, and extending to the coastline. The additional land 

included cliff-top tracts above the shoreline, extending from the Cape Schanck lighthouse 

and the tourist attraction, Pulpit Rock, to the western end of Bushrangers' Bay, a shallow 

cove bounded by Main Creck. 194 Howitt's old friend and opposite neighbour at the top of 

Collins Street cast, J. B. Were, sold the land to him on II November, 1860. 195 That 

Howitt wished to mark this notable event is suggested by an Age review of 20 November 

I g6() of von Guerard's work in the Victorian Exhibition of Fine Arts: " ... No less 

l'>l Bateman's approach to drawing is cxemplifi0d in his study ofa haystack; pencil on bu!Tcoloured paper, 
17.X x 25.4 em. tipped into a scrapbook, corresponding roughly to size ofthe larger Jolimont works 
(approx. 17.5 x 25.0 em); Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 

194 Titles Onice survey of grants showing dates of acquisition, reproduced in Smith and Macnaughton, 
!96X, n. p. 

195 Jonathan Binns Were arrived in the colony in 1839. Magistrate, merchant and squatter, founder of the 
stock-broking firm, .J.B. Were and Son, he and his family were well known to the Howitts. Titles Onicc 
plan reproduced in Smith and Macnaughton, 196X, n. p. 
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meritorious is the gentleman's [von Guerard's] "Basalt Rocks at the Sandy Beach near 

Cape Schanck", purchased we see by Dr. Howitt". 196 

I% Quoted in 13ruce, e1 a!., 1982, cat. 52, p. 21 L 
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Plate 25, Eugene von Guerard (1811-1901), Basalt Rocks at the Sandy Beach near Cape Schanck, 151
h Feb. 

1858. Pen and ink and wash over traces of pencil, 18.0 x 25.0 em. (total width). Dixson Galleries, State 
Librwy c~f'New South Wales 
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The present whereabouts of the work is unknown and no further details have come to 

light, other than a detailed description of the painting in the Age article: 

In this the wild scenery of our coast is most faithfully represented, and the rocks are 
painted with an amount of attention to form and colour which would almost recommend 
itself to a geologist rather than to the 1nere connoisseur in art .. .life is imparted by the 
introduction of a sailing ship and a steamer with a long smoke trail. To the right we have 
high cliffs crowned by forests, and towards the middle of the picture the huge and 
unshapely, but picturesque, masses of rock which constitute the southern extremity of the 
cape. 

The Argus review noted that in this picture, the artist "gives a striking prominence to the 

columnar characteristics of basalt". 197 Von Guerard's 1858 Cape Schanck sketch-book 

contains two detailed studies of basaltic formations of the area. One featuring a dramatic 

rocky foreground with a sweeping view towards Pulpit Rock and the sailing ship 

mentioned by the Age, may well be close to the definitive version of the painting. The 

drawing is brought to a particularly high state of finish, extending across a double page 

spread of the sketch book with Pulpit Rock in the middle distance. (Plate 25) It is 

inscribed and dated lower right, "15. Feb. Sandy Beach" and entitled upper left, "Bassalt 

Felsen an der Sandy Beach near Cape Schanck. 15 Feb.58". 198 In addition to the two 

'geological' views, there are four detailed studies of local vegetation of the area. Von 

Guerard's carefully observed local plant life in two of these sheets, "Tea tree Gully at 

Cape Schanck" and "Old Bridge near Mr Barker's Station", show by comparison with 

Bateman's drawing of the gum tree presented to Edith Anderson (nee Howitt), that it, too, 

was almost certainly a Cape Schanck subject. 199 (Plates 26 and 27) The combination of 

natural clements and local scenery in von Guerard's Basalt Rocks at Sandy Beach was 

bound to appeal to Godfrey Howitt, both as the proud new owner of one of Victoria's 

most dratnaticall y beautiful stretches of coastline views and as a passionate naturalist 

who on his death in 1873, endowed the First, Second and Third Howitt Natural History 

Scholarships for botany, zoology and geology at the University of Melbourne. 

197 Quoted in Bruce, eta/., 19g2, p. 211. 
19x Pen and ink and wash over traces of pencil, approx. 18.0 x 25.0 em. total width; 'Australian 

Sketchbooks', DGB 16 v.8, fol. 7, Dixson Galleries, SLNSW. 
199 Both drawings in pen and ink and wash over traces of pencil, approx. 18.0 x 12.5 and 12.5 x 1 g.o em. 

respectively; 'Australian Sketchbooks', DGB 16 v. 8, IOls 10, 11, Dixson Galleries, SLNSW. 
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Plate 26, Eugene von Guerard (1811-1901), Tea Tree Gully at Cape Schank [sic.],I5'11 Feb. 
I 858. Pen and black ink and wash over traces of pencil, approx. 18.0 x 12.5 em. 
'Australian Sketchbooks', DGB 16, v. 8, fol. 10. Dixson Galleries, State Library of New 
South Wales 
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Plate 27, Eugene von Guerard(/81 1-1901), Old Bridge near Mr Barker's Station, 15111 Feb. 1858, Pen 
and hlack ink and wash over traces of pencil, 12.5 x 18.0 em. 'Australian Sketchbooks', DGB 16, v. 8, 
f'ol. 11. Dixson Galleries, State Librwy of New South Wales 
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Artist camps and expeditions: Bateman at Cape Schanck 

The existing frame and canvas dwelling, Barragunda, on the land acquired by the Howitts 

in 1860, was occupied for some years by their new manager, Robert Anderson, until a 

new house replaced it six years later. Until Anderson's marriage with Dr Godfrey 

Howitt's daughter, Edith, on 11 August, 1866, Bateman is also known to have taken up 

his quarters at the first Barragunda where he and Anderson were visited by von Guerard 

and Chevalier. 
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Plate 28, Eugene von Guerard (1811-1901), April 1863. Bateman's and Anderson's, Cape 
Schank [sic.] [The first Barragunda: Edith Howitt and Edward Bateman in the foreground]. 
Pencil, 12.5 x 29.5 em. 'Australian Sketchbooks, DGB 16, v.l3, fol. 23. Dixson Galleries, State 
Librwy r~lNew South Wales 

Plate 29, Eugene von Guerard (18ll-1901), Main Creek April 1863 [Edith Howitt and Robert 
Anderson in the middle ground], Pencil, 12.5 x 29.5 em. 'Australian Sketchbooks' DGB 16, v. 13, 
j(JI. 24. Dixson Galleries, State Library of New South Wales 
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In fact, it became a significant artists' camp as von Guerard's Cape Schanck sketch-book 

of April, 1863, shows. Like a holiday snapshot, he has caught a comfortable-looking 

dwelling with Edith Howitt and Bateman occupied in the foreground.Z00 (Plate 28) In 

another sheet, Edith and her future husband, Robert Anderson, are shown conversing near 

the Main Creek outlet on the Western boundary of the Howitts' land with a view of 

Castle Rock at Cape Schanck in the distance.201 (Plate 29) These sketches are invaluable 

for the glimpse they provide of the Barragunda set-up with its congenial atmosphere of 

informality where Edith Howitt, like her mother, Phebe, welcomed the artists as personal 

friends. The Barragunda camp was of particular significance since von Guerard and 

Chevalier, the tnost popular landscape artists of the period, produced some of their most 

successful works as a result of their visits to Cape Schanck. 

200 'Australian Sketchbooks', DGB 16, v.l3, C 23, Dixson Galleries, SLNSW. 
201 'Australian Sketchbooks', DGB 16, v.l3. r. 24, Dixson Galleries, SLNSW. 
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Plate 30, Eugene von Guerard (1811-1901), Cape Schanck, 101
h Apri/1863. Pencil and crayon, 

28.R x 44.1 em. 'Cape Schanck and Phillip b;land Sketchbook', ZDL PXX16, Dixson Galleries, 
State Lihrwy ofNew South Wales 
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Among von Guerard's sketches dating from 10 and 11 April, 1863, are a fine panoramic 

view and detailed studies of vegetation. (Plate 30) These were to form the basis of one 

of his most majestic and reverent paintings, Pulpit Rock, Cape Schanck, Victoria of 

1865.202 (Plate 31) Another famous view of the same year, Castle Rock, Cape Schanck, 

featuring the striking geological formations of the locality, was undoubtedly conceived as 

its pendant. 203 The all-pervasive serenity of von Guerard's sunsets contrast with 

Chevalier's wind-tossed scenes of Pulpit Rock and Tunnel Rock, Cape Schanck which 

were executed in the same period.204 (Plate 32) 

202 Oil on canvas, 60.7 x 100.3 em. Signed and dated l.r. cnr., in red-brown paint: "Eug. V. Guerard/1865"; 
Fosters Group Collection. 

20
.1 Oil on canvas, 61.0 x 91.3 em; M.J.M. Carter Collection through the AGSA Foundation 1992. 

204 Pulpit Rock, Cape Schanck, Victoria, 1860s, oil on cardboard, 31.1 x 46.3 em. Bequest of Mrs Nicholas 
Chevalier, 1919, AGNSW and Tunnel Rock, Cape Schanck, Victoria, 1860s, oil on cardboard, 30.6 x 
47.0 em. Bequest of Mrs Nicholas Chevalier, 1919, AGNSW. 
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Platt! 31, Eugl!ne von Guerard ( 1811-190 !), Pulpit Rock, Cape Schanck, Victoria, 11165. Oil 
on canvas, 60.7 ,r I 00.3 em. Fo.'\'ll!rs Group Collection (September, 2005) 

Platt! 32. Nicholas Chevalier, Pulpit Rock, Cape Schanck, Victoria, 1 f160.s·. Oil on cardboard, 
3/.0 _:r 46.3 em. Beque.s·t ofMrs Nh'ho!as Chevalier 1919, Art Ga!lery q{New South Wales 
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Bateman also appears to have used the Barragunda camp as a base between employment 

in Melbourne on various projects for the architectural firm, Reed and Barnes, such as the 

decoration of the hall and rotunda behind the Melbourne Public Library for Melbourne's 

Third Intercolonial Exhibition of 1866. In a letter to Tom Roberts, George McCrae 

described Bateman's presence there: 

He stayed for a considerable time with the Barkers at Cape Schanck and for some time 
later, after the Station had passed into the hands of his friend the late Robert 
Anderson ... It was while he was staying with Anderson and I was visiting both in a frame 
and canvas "shack" not far from the lighthouse, then as I believe those sketches among 
the tea-tree of the coast that you admired were taken .. .In time the old house disappeared 
and a new very solid cottage in coast-limestone erected on it's [sic.] site.205 

It seems likely that the sketches mentioned by McCrae were connected with the Cape 

Schanck subjects exhibited by Bateman at Melbourne in 1862. In the absence of official 

venues in the city for the display of art the sculptor, Charles Summers, made available his 

studio at 105 Collins Street East where four exhibitions between 1860 and 1864 showed 

the current work of local artists ?06 At the 1862 Exhibition of Fine Arts at Summer's 

studio in 1862, the Argus noted: "Mr Latrobe Bateman exhibits some beautiful studies 

from nature - pencil drawings - made in the neighbourhood of Cape Schanck. They are 

executed with laborious care and with Pre-Raphaelite attention to the smallest minutiae 

resembling in this respect, a photograph rather than a pencil drawing". 207 No further 

details are known but given the degree of finish described by the Argus critic - in all 

probability James Smith- they are almost certainly the ones which Bateman asked Edith 

Anderson (nee Howitt) to return to hitn in 1868 prior to his departure for England after 

his accident, to defend his case against appeal before the Privy Council. Bateman 

described them as: 

... the drawings of old tea tree and of the Cups ... When I was going down to Cape 
Schanck to prepare for your wedding I asked you to take the drawings of "Tea tree" with 
you, for I did not wish them to be left hanging up at the Doctor's afterwards ... they were 
the only drawings I had that were so much finished and I never intended to give them 
away. It was the same with the Cups" ... You will see how important it is that I take 
something with me that is finished, and I have almost nothing. If I had the use of my 

205 McCrae, 1927; MS Ab 112. MLMS, SLNSW. 
20

(' Downer, 19H 1-~2, pp. 1 9-20. 
207 Argus, 29 December, 1862; quoted in Whitelaw, 1976, p. 6, n. 11. 
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hand I would gladly make you copies of them all for you, but as it is, I can only give you 
the photographs of them to a large scale. 208 

From later correspondence it emerges that three drawings of tea tree, two of vertical and 

one of horizontal format which have not so far come to light, remained in possession of 

the Andersons. Probably due to the lack of a permanent home, whatever landscape 

drawings Bateman had whether finished or in a state of near completion seem to have 

been habitually lodged for safe-keeping with the Howitts, either with Dr Godfrey Howitt 

at I Collins Street, with his son, Dr Willie Howitt, at 198 Collins Street or at Barragunda 

with his daughter and son-in-law, Edith and Robert Anderson. The Andersons' failure to 

return Bateman's drawings in 1869 caused a breach, not healed until after Edith 

Anderson's death in 1884. In 1885, Robert Anderson and his eldest daughter, 'Edie' 

travelled to Europe and were reconciled with the artist in Scotland. 

In the letter requesting the Andersons to return his Cape Schanck drawings, Bateman 

offered Edith two drawings in exchange: "I have the two drawings for you of old tea tree 

and of a Gum, which I will have cleaned and mounted for you when you come to town 

and if I ever get the usc of my hand I will send you copies of the others".209 Two 

drawings preserved by Howitt descendants answer this description, differentiated by their 

unfinished state from the subjects of "old tea tree and the Cups", which exemplified 

Bateman's finished style. One of the two probable works offered to Edith Anderson 

shows a clump of swamp tea tree in pencil on three joined sheets of ivory paper, each 

identical in size, n1casuring in total, 18 x 68.3 em. (18 x 22.9 em. per sheet). (Plate 33) 

The work displays Batman's ability to translate his close observation of natural forms 

into a tightly executed image of photographic clarity which strikes a balance between 

cmnponent minutiae and the compositional integrity of the whole. Another 

distinguishing quality of Bateman's art was his ability to discern aesthetic qualities in an 

apparently uninteresting landscape. This is illustrated by his study of Old tea tree in 

which a flat tract of land is articulated only by a belt of dense swamp tea tree, a common 

sight on the Mornington Peninsula. Bateman's originality lies in his interpretation of 

20x Dated 12 June, I g69; MJEP, NGV. 
209 Dated 12 June, I g69; MJEP, NGV. 'The Cups' refers to an area around the Cape Schanck coastline, 

known also as the Cups and Saucers, full of small, precipitous dips and sharp rises formed by old sand 
dunes now covered with grass and vegetation. 
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seemingly unremarkable scenery in such a way that the viewer is induced to reassess it in 

terms of a visual sensibility of extraordinary refinement. 
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Plate 33, Ecfu,ard Bateman (c.1815-1897), Old Tea Tree at Cape Schanck, c. 1862, Pencil on three joined sheets of ivory paper, 18 x 68.3 em. (total 
width). Private Collection 
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While Old tea tree was almost certainly a Cape Schanck view, the location of the Gum 

which Bateman also presented to Edith Anderson, could represent a scene from Femtree 

Gully where he camped with Alfred Howitt in 1858. However, as previously noted, 

comparison with von Guerard's Cape Schanck drawings also of 1858 shows that Gum, 

too, is probably a Cape Schanck subject. (Plate 34) It is possibly a steep sided gully of 

Main Creek on the Western boundary of the Howitts' Barragunda land or more likely a 

section of the nearby Burrabong Creek bank within their property which also flows into 

Bushrangers' Bay. There is no indication, either, whether the Gum may have been 

intended eventually for publication as a tinted lithograph in some projected volume such 

as 'Choice Features'. Measuring 32.5 x 49.5 em., it is larger than the standard size of 

Bateman's sheets, and the medium of pen and ink with wash over pencil is unusually 

elaborate compared with most of his drawings which are chiefly in pencil. This 

landscape, like Bateman's botanical water-colour, Trail of Passion Flowers, is unique in 

his extant oeuvre since comparable examples have not so far come to light. The natural 

forms, including the horizontal gum tree across the foreground, are closely studied and as 

a tnaster of chiaroscuro, the artist has recorded the intricate tracery of dappled light and 

shadow over the contortions of the tree tnmk. Consummate drawing suggests the myriad 

variations of foliage and delicately handled shading evokes chromatic values and effects 

of distance in this exquisite bush land dell. 
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Plate 34, Edward Bateman (c.1815-1897), Gum. Pen and ink and wash over pencil. 32.5 x 49.5 em. 
Private Collection. 
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In contrast with his botanical drawings, Bateman's habit of leaving landscape drawings 

partially unfinished, was clearly not his original aim as the Bakewell and La Trobe 

topographical drawings show. Possibly he was easily distracted as Thomas W oolner, his 

Pre-Raphaelite companion from London and early colonial days, suggested to Georgiana 

McCrae: "he never could stick hard and fast long at one thing". 210 Extant landscape 

drawings are few and it is equally apparent from letters connected with his departure 

from the colony that Bateman's original landscape oeuvre was small while the number of 

works finished to his own exacting standards was even tnore limited. This may have 

been due in part to the particularly time-consuming nature of his minutely detailed, 

highly wrought style as well as to the incursion on his time of large-scale projects for 

architectural, decorative and landscape designs. 

Conclusion 

Their friendships with the Howitts survived long after all three landscape artists had 

departed the colony, Bateman and Chevalier in 1869 and von Guerard in 1881. In later 

years, a letter from Chevalier's wife, Caroline, to Georgiana McCrae, reveals the 

existence of a Howitt commission: 

Will you kindly tell Dr Howitt that Mr Chevalier will be very pleased to execute his 
commission as soon as he is a little freer, and in the meantime will he kindly write 
whether he prefer New Zealand or Australian subjects, and the amount as it is so long ago 
he has forgotten the sum named and wishes to avoid any misunderstanding. Mr Bateman 
joins us in hearty remembrances to him and Mrs Howitt.Z 11 

Since Godfrey Howitt's wife had died in 1864, the reference to Dr Howitt's wife proves 

that the commission came from his elder son, Dr Willie Howitt. The outcome is 

unknown and by that stage, the close links between the Howitts and the artists had 

become attenuated by distance and the passing of generations. Even so, as late as 1874, 

Alfred Howitt's wife, 'Lincy' (nee Maria Boothby), was gratified to receive from von 

Guerard, a small view of the Grampians to sell at her charity bazaar: "one very handsome 

contribution came last week [from] Alfred's old friend, the Artist Mr von Guerard ... It 

210 2X May, I X5X; quoted in Niall, 1994, cat. 27, p. 289, n. 42. 
211 Letter f'ragmcnt not dated or addressed; MS 12831, F3590/4. McCrae Family Papers. LaT. A. MS Coli., 

SLV. 
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almost seems too much to take, but I know he has done it out of a real regard for 

Alfred"? 12 

At the height of the artists' colonial careers over three decades, from the 1840s to the 

1870s, the Howitts supported their endeavours in ways which went far beyond the normal 

expectations of an artist-patron relationship. In addition to sustaining the helpless 

Bateman, the first small, private commissions they obtained for him, gradually became 

more substantial and extended into the public sector through their influential network. 

The family's sympathy for artists, its scientific interests and adventurous spirit were 

combined in Godfrey Howitt's nephew, Alfred. He welcomed the company of von 

Guerard and Chevalier on his expeditions, teaching them bush survival skills, and 

providing uncharted wilden1ess experiences which inspired their paintings. 

In so far as the Howitts commissioned and were presented with works of art over the 

course of 30 years, from the 1840s to the 1870s, the family enacted the role of 

conventional patrons. However, theirs was also an intellectual patronage grounded 

initially in their nonconformist, Quaker background. Their support of the colony's 

earliest artists and later at Cape Schanck, their consent to the use of Barragunda as an 

artist retreat and refuge, attests to a latitude of mind transcending their origins and the 

conventions of their time. 

212 Liney Howitt to Anna Mary Watts (nee Howitt), 23 February, 1874; MS 9356, 1047/3a (6). Howitt 

h.unily Papers. LaT. A. MS Coil., SLY. 
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Background: Britain and Europe 

From the late seventeenth to the early nineteenth century, the findings of voyages of 

discovery to New Holland and the Pacific shook the very foundations of European 

science, religion and philosophy. Accumulated over seventy years and more, this 

evidence was fundamental to the theory of evolution unleased with seismic effect in 

Darwin's Origin (~/'Species in 1859. The fashionable pursuit of botany and the natural 

sciences by eighteenth and nineteenth century professionals and gentlemen amateurs was 

personified in Sir Joseph Banks (1743 -1820), who accompanied Cook's first expedition 

in the Endeavour of 1768-1771. This voyage, advocated by the Royal Society and 

sponsored by the Admiralty, met with enormous public interest on its return to Britain 

with vast collections of antipodean specimens. These expeditions also revealed an 

indissoluble link between the driving forces of science and empire?13 Such was Banks's 

influence as director of the Royal Gardens at Kew from 1772 and President of the Royal 

Society from 1778 until his death in 1820, that he was a potent force in persuading King 

George III's government to establish a settlement at Botany Bay. Banks personally 

selected the distinguished scientific experts to accompany Flinders' voyage of 

circumnavigation of Australia in the Investigator in 1801-1803. In addition to the ship's 

landscape artist, William Westall (1781-1850), they included one ofthe world's foremost 

naturalists, Robert Brown (1773-1858), and one of its greatest natural history painters, 

Ferdinand Bauer ( 1760-1826), as well as an astronomer, a gardener and a miner. 

Interest in such voyages was especially intense in the English provinces where the 

Industrial Revolution had fostered a profound awareness of scientific innovation. In the 

1820s and I X30s, the old universities and the, by then, conservative Royal Society of 

London, were rivalled by a spate of provincial scientific and philosophical societies, 

described in 1836 as springing up "'with a luxuriancy of numbers and structural organs, 

and power of production equalling almost Australian vegetation".214 In Manchester 

alone, this process was exemplified in the founding of the Natural History Society, the 

213 Edwards, 19H I, p. 139fT. 
214 Hoarc, l<.JHI,p.IH4,n.5 
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Royal Manchester Institution, the Mechanics Institute and the Royal Medical College, all 

established between 1821 and 1823. 215 

In this outward looking, intellectual climate of the Midlands, the Howitts, Charles La 

Trobe, his cousin, Edward La Trobe Bateman and Louisa Anne Meredith (nee Twamley) 

spent formative years. At Nottingham, while maintaining his practice, Dr Godfrey 

Howitt pursued his interests in the natural sciences with such success that in 1836, the 

legendary Sir William Hooker, director of the Royal Gardens at Kew, wrote to encourage 

him to publish on an aspect of Nottingham mosses in which he was an expert: "Such a 

work would be very valuable and I know no one so competent to undertake it as 

yourself'. 216 

Botany and society: gardens, gift books and collectors in Britain and the Empire 

... as her Ladyship is, according to the fashion, a botanist she has a pretty flower garden 
going out of the library.217 

In 1778, a visitor to a stately home observed the current mania for botany and 

horticulture, symptoms of the swelling tide of nature worship that was to permeate all 

levels of English society in the next fifty years. Botany had became one of the most 

prestigious as well as popular sciences, one fundamental cause being the dissemination of 

the Linn can system which simplified the classification and the nomenclature of plants for 

both professionals and amateurs alike. Early arrivals at the Port Phillip District had either 

brought or caught the twin passions and in the tiny colony, the Howitts counted in their 

social circle a number who were keen gardeners such as Justice Redmond Barry and 

Georgiana McCrae. Superintendent LaTrobe practised both horticulture and botany like 

Godfrey Howitt whose early colonial garden most closely resembled the English notion 

of an exotic botanical collection. (Plate 35) 

215 Uglow, 1993, p. 88. 
216 Dated 18 June, I !B6; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
217 Quoted in Hamcrslcy, 1981, p. 260. 
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Plate 35, Vievv (~lDr Goc(ji·ey Howitt's Garden, Cnr Spring and Collins Street. [H. Paynting and 
M Grant (ed\), Victoria Illustrated 1834-1984. James Flood-flarold Paynting Charity Trust, 
1985,p. 132}. 

In nineteenth century England, the deification of Nature found visual expression in the 

paintings of Turner and Constable and no literary agents were more successful than 

Godfrey Howitt's famous older brother and sister-in-law, the writers William, and Mary 

Howitt, in popularising the 'Nature' poets, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Robert Southey and 
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Keats.
218 

In their own best selling books, nature and the pursuits of rural life were 

constant themes. Mary Howitt herself was a prolific contributor to a by-product of this 

British passion for botany, Romantic poetry and literature, which together with a 

sentimental 'language of flowers' fashion, pervaded Victorian culture. It manifested 

itself in England in the form of elaborate gift books, got up especially for the Christmas 

market and other festivities. Contributions to these productions guaranteed income to 

known authors like the Howitts and also helped to publicise the work of aspiring writers 

and artists such as Louisa Anne Meredith and Edward Bateman. 

An author and illustrator in her own right of the 'language of tlowers' style, Louisa Anne 

Meredith was born in Birmingham in 1812. Precociously talented, she was supporting 

herself with her art and writing by the age of twenty-one. Her first book, Poems, 

illustrated with her own colour plates, appeared in 1835.219 In the next four years, she 

built up considerable experience and a natne for herself in English book publication, 

producing five more well received volumes under her maiden natne, Louisa Anne 

Twamley. Two of her books, Romance ofNature; or, The Flower Seasons Illustrated of 

1836 and Our Wild Flowers Familiarly Described and Illustrated of 1839, supplied with 

her own illustrations, went into three editions.22° Clearly influenced by William and 

Mary Howitts' writing, she shared their interests in t1owers, botany and poetry and the 

year before her marriage to Charles Meredith and emigration to New South Wales in 

1839, she was their guest at Esher in SutTey. 

In 1849, Bateman, too, was drawn into the English Howitts' orbit in London while 

working on a series of botanical gift books. He was born in 1816 at Lower Wyek, 

Bradford, and like Meredith and the Howitts, spent an significant part of his formative 

years in the Midlands, being trained initially probably in floral design and draftsmanship 

at the Manchester Mechanics Institute and then possibly under William Dyce at the 

Manchester Schoo I of Design. 221 Between c. 184 7 and 1851, Bateman worked as a 

botanical artist in the tield of book production in the London oftlce of Owen Jones, 

21 x Hamcrslcy, 1981 p. 259, n.3. 
21

<J Twamlcy, UD5. 
220 Twamlcy, 1836 and l g39. 
221 Neale, 2001, p. 66. 
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renowned British architect, interior decorator, historian of ornament and industrial and 

book designer. Under Jones's supervision, he produced designs and chrornolithograph 

illustrations for three lavish gift books by Mary Anne Bacon, Flowers and their Kindred 

Thoughts (1849), Fruits from the Garden and Field (1850) and Winged Thoughts (1851) 

setting a benchmark for mid-Victorian England book design which by the 1860s was the 

best in the world. 222 

It is significant that both Edward Bateman and Louisa Anne Meredith were botanical 

artists with established reputations in the field before they left England. In both cases 

their attempts to employ their imported skills in ambitious projects to publish the flora of 

the colony were supported and promoted in England by William, Mary and their 

daughter, Anna Mary Howitt, and in the Melbourne by William's younger brother, Dr 

Godfrey and his wife Phebe Howitt. In this they were highly successful insofar as 

Meredith and Bateman's fmihcoming works were eagerly anticipated by the British 

public as well as in the colony where botany, above all the sciences, had been one of the 

very cornerstones of its foundation. 

Botany in the colony 

I trust, good sir, that when you make your excursions, or when you send parties into new 
districts, you will not forget that Kew Garden is the first in Europe, and that its Royal 
Master and Mistress never fail to receive personal satisfaction from every plant 
introduced there from foreign parts?23 

So Banks wrote to Hunter in 1797, as to all governors of his time, exhorting them in the 

name of king and country. By the 1840s, Britain had become the focus for scientific 

botanical identification for the whole of Europe with the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew 

as its cpiccntrc. 224 This was largely due to the eminent systemic botanist Sir William 

Hooker (I 7H5-1865), director from 1841 to 1865 and his son, Sir Joseph Hooker (1816-

191 I), director from 1865 to 1885, the most distinguished botanist of the Victorian 

period. Together they maintained the pre-eminence of the Kew gardens during the 

nineteenth century. In the colony, empowered by the separation from NSW and the 

discovery of gold in 1851 to develop the resources of Victoria, La Trobe appointed 

222 Neale, 200 I, p. 60. 
m Quoted in Gilbert, 19R 1, p. 230, n. 27. 
224 Fox, 2004, p. x v. 
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Ferdinand von Mueller first Government Botanist in 1853 on the warm recommendation 

of Sir William Hooker. 225 This step, according to Hoare, ensured the pre-eminence of 

Victorian public and governmental science for the next three decades". 226 

William Howitt, Louisa Anne Meredith and Edward Bateman, all with extensive 

experience in botanical art and book publication in England, planned similar projects in 

the colony. William Howitt noted Bateman's drawings of native plants when they met up 

again on the Victorian goldfields late in 1852.227 During that time, a scheme was 

devised to publish Howitt's colonial experiences with Bateman's drawings for the British 

market as a letter from Mary Howitt later confirmed.228 Before the gold rush, illustrated 

books were virtually the only avenue by which botanical artists such as Bateman and 

Meredith could hope to generate income and a name for themselves in the colony since 

there were no venues at which either collectors or artists could display their works. This 

situation was redressed with the formation of the Victoria Fine Arts Society, the first 

independent artist organization which held its first and only exhibition in 1853. 

Despite the Society's failure, the following year, the fine arts court at the Melbourne 

Exhibition, offered another opportunity to resident collectors like the Howitts and artists 

of their circle to show their works at an official venue. With Justice Redmond Barry as 

Chief Commissioner and an exhibition committee consisting of Godfrey Howitt and their 

peers, the exhibition was a most effective means of publicizing local art.229 This was 

confirmed by the Irish phycologist, W. H. Harvey, Professor of Botany at Dublin who, 

viewing the Melbourne Exhibition, during his 1854 Victorian visit, noted the outstanding 

quality of Bateman's drawings: "I was more interested in some of the very spirited 

sketches of Australian home scenes and also of wildflowers drawn by a La Trobc 

Bateman". 230 The exhibition catalogue entry identified Mrs Godfrey Howitt as the 

contributor and also stated the artist's intention for these drawings: "Sketches of 

225 Hooker to Mueller, 9 April, 1854; quoted in Daley, 1927, pp. 64-5. 
226 Hoare, 19XI, p. 210. 
227 Dated June 20, 1853, quoted in Howitt, 1855, 1, p. 321. 
nx Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
229 Downer, 1981-82, pp. 11-12. 
230 Quoted in Ducker, 1988, p. 159. 
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Australian Scenery and Native Flowers, Specimens of a Forthcoming Work Entitled 'The 

Bush Homes of Australia' by E. L. Bateman".231 

Howitt patronage and botanical art 

Bateman is here and is (as] great a protege of a certain lady as ever. 232 

Alfred Howitt was referring peevishly to his aunt, Phebe Howitt, at whose house he, his 

father, William, and younger brother, Charlton, stayed when in Melbourne during two 

years gold prospecting in Victoria (1852-1854) while Mary Howitt and her two daughters 

had remained behind in England. Significantly, it was Phebe rather than her husband, Dr 

Howitt, who loaned Bateman's drawings to the 1854 Melbourne exhibition. A medal 

awarded at the same exhibition, inscribed with her name and the date, proved that she 

was a competent flower painter in her own right. 233 Further evidence in letters from the 

period lamenting her gardener's "pnming crusade", express a passionate interest in 

flowers typical of an upper class colonial woman: "I felt grieved beyond measure ... so 

long without roses and to have the first beautiful buds destroyed so barbarously would 

have roused all flower lovers' wrath". 234 

Later events supported Alfred Howitt's perception that it was chiefly due to Phebe Howitt 

that the family became Bateman's patrons when his cousin, Lieutenant-Governor La 

Trobe, departed for Europe on 6 May, 1854. From then on when in Melbourne, Bateman 

made his home at the Howitts' in Collins Street. Phebe Howitt, in particular, set the tone 

of personal friendship rather than the customary upper class one between patron and 

artist. A series of letters to her daughter, Edith Howitt, while on a three month holiday in 

the middle of 1 ~55, describe Bateman using their house in a very informal way.235 He 

was clearly free to come and go according to the demands of his out of town work at St 

Ninian 's in Brighton, for instance~ drawing the house and landscaping the garden of the 

Howitts' friend, Captain Ward Cole. 

231 Melbourne, I X54, p. 30, no. 297. 
212 Alfred Howitt to Mary Howitt, n. d., August, 1854; MS 9356, 1045/ld (8). Howitt Family Papers. LaT. 

A. MS. Coli., SLY. 
2
·
13 Edith Thompson, nee Anderson, on the verso of a form headed "Centenary of the State of Victoria and 

the City of Melbourne 1934-1935": "I have a medal awarded to her at the 1854 Exhibition for paintings 
of flowers etc. It has her name "Phoebe Howitt" round the edge with the date etc."; MS 12938, 3692/4. 
Godfrey llowitt Papers. LaT. A. MS. Coli., SLY. 

214 Phebe Howitt to Edith Howitt, 8 May, 1855; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
ns Ten letters dating from 6 May to I July, 1855; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
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The Howitts and Bateman's colonial flora 

Between 1853 and 1856, a series of small-scale, one-off, private commissions found for 

him within the Howitt-McCrae circle, provided an immediate livelihood. Bateman's 

grand long term goal of publishing volumes of coloured lithographs could never be a 

source of income though evidence suggests that the plan persisted until the early 1860s. 

However, the project aroused considerable interest not only in Victoria but also in 

England. Reports of it were relayed by William Howitt, arriving back in Britain with his 

younger son, Charlton, from the colony in December, 1854. His wife, Mary Howitt, 

writing on 2 January, 1855, offered Bateman: 

... a little suggestion ... with reference to your work on the Australian Flowers- or the 
Flowers of Victoria as you call them. When William looked at your flowers he said what 
a pity it was that you should confine yourself to the Flowers ofVictoria alone when those 
of Sydney were so much more beautiful. .. we all agreed in wishing that you ... should 
make your work A Select Australian Flora and thus include every beautiful and strange 
and striking flower of both Sydney and Victoria. William says when it is known to the 
Sydney people that you are intending to honour their colony you are certain to have a 
brreat number of names of Sydney people and thus in a business point of view it is very 
important . . . and that if the work includes the products of both colonies each will vie 
against the other in giving you their support. 

Mary's letter also reveals that William Howitt had brought back to England a set of 

Bateman's flower drawings which were probably amongst those displayed by Phebe 

Howitt at the Melbourne Exhibition earlier that year in 1854. At the time of writing, they 

were in the possession of the English Howitts' friend and Highgate neighbour: "Miss 

Coutts has had your flowers for some time to see and she admires them very much".236 

These flower drawings must have been separate from Bateman's illustrations for Land, 

Lahour and Gold, William Howitt's forthcoming book on his colonial experiences, to 

appear in England later that year. The Howitts' suggestion to Bateman of an expanded, 

Australia-wide flora, looks like a douceur before the sting in the tail of her letter. Mary 

seemed anxious to maintain good relations after her husband reputedly caused their 

daughter, Anna Mary, to break off her engagement with Bateman in the first half of 

236 Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. Angela, later Baroness Burdett Coutts, eccentric art collector, 
philanthropist and patron of Anna Mary Howitt. These drawings have since disappeared. As Neale 
suggests, they may have included Bateman's Epacris, or Australian Heath which Howitt recorded in his 
book and possibly two others which particularly caught his eye, a Banksia, described as "a Pre
Raphaelite tree" and a Clematis "worthy of' a painter"; Howitt, 1855, 1, pp.321, 333; 2, p. 106; quoted in 
Neale, 200 I, pp. I 05-6. 
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1854?37 Presumably, the decision not to use Bateman's drawings was linked to whatever 

caused that breach.238 However, the Howitts' interest in Bateman's projected 'Flowers of 

Victoria' seems to have been genuine and its progress continued to be noticed with 

interest in the British Athenaeum in the next few years. Annie Howitt wrote to Bateman 

after their engagement ended and Dr Neale's suggestion that she, herself, may have been 

The Athenaeum's reviewer, is plausible.239 

Amongst the works formerly owned by Howitt descendants and donated by Mrs James 

Evans to the National Gallery of Victoria in 1989, are two botanical drawings by 

Bateman and two by Louisa Anne Meredith. Bateman's drawings are singular as the only 

examples to have so far come to light of a substantial body of botanical works he is 

known to have executed. Apart from their rarity, these two sheets, a Study of Wild 

Flowers and Plants and A Trail of Passion Flowers are important both for their intrinsic 

artistic quality and for the light they shed on the patron-artist relationship between the 

Howitts and Bateman. Typically, neither sheet is signed, dated or otherwise inscribed but 

both display the distinctive hallmarks of Bateman's botanical style in their accuracy of 

observation, photographic sharpness of the drawing and in their elegant formal 

cmnposition. It~ as seems certain, Dr Neale has correctly identified the blue-shaded 

climber entwined with the buttercups as Howittia trilocularis or Blue Howittia in the 

Study qf Wild Flowers and PlanL.;,', the drawing may be dated with some confidence to 

1855?40 (Plate 36) 

m Mary I Iowilt 's elder son, Alll·ed Howitt, remaining in Australia had written to her: "Do not Hmcy I shall 
quarrel with Bateman. I have no intention of doing so I never favoured the engagement because I 
considered it an unworthy for dear Annie"; n. d. [prior to 1 May, 1854]; MS 9356, 1045/lc (7). Howitt 
Family Papers. LaT. A. MS. Coli., SLY. 

l.1K Neither or William Howitt's books currently in hand, A boy's adventures in the wilds ofAustra/ia of 
I X 54 and /,and, La hour and Gold or 1855 were suitable for the style of the preferred artist, Birket Foster, 
a popular English illustrator of the cosy cottage and country comer mode. 

219 Phebe Howitt to Edith Howitt, I July, I X55; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. Neale, 2001, p. 82. 
240 Supported by the description kindly pointed out by Mrs Anna Denton in Harris, 1948, p. 96, pl. xi; 

currently catalogued as 'Study of Wildf1owers and Plants', pencil with a blue wash(?) shading; 28.2 x 
2I.X em. Presented through The Art Foundation ofVictoria by Mrs James Evans Governor 1989. Pl35-
19~9, NGV. 
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Plate 36, Edward Bateman (c./815-1897), Study of Wildflowers and Plants. Pencil with a blue 
wash('!) shading; 28.2 x 21.8 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs 
James Evans Governor 1989. P 135-/989. National Galle1y of Victoria 
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It was almost certainly produced to mark the occasion of a promise fulfilled by von 

Mueller, Government Botanist and Director of the Botanic Gardens, to name a fine plant 

"Howittia" after Godfrey Howitt. On 11 May, 1855, in a letter enclosing seeds and a 

description of the plant, he informed Howitt that he had also dispatched a diagnosis with 

specimens to Sir William Hooker at the Royal Kew Gardens.241 The presentation of such 

a drawing to Godfrey Howitt, his host and patron and an acknowledged botanist in his 

own right, would have been appropriate coming from Bateman who the exacting von 

Mueller described to Sir William Hooker as a "splendid artist". 242 

Batetnan' s second botanical drawing formerly belonging to the Howitts is A Trail of 

Passion Flowers. 243 (Plate 37) The identification of the subject as Pass~flore mollissima 

[Banana passionfruit], native to South Australia,244 suggests that this particular sheet was 

not intended for Bateman's Victorian flora but was, like the Howittia trilocularis subject, 

a presentation drawing and executed in connection with some particular event. The only 

other botanical work known to have been in the Howitts' possession was a water-colour 

of dead robins on a hedgerow or floral bed which has since disappeared. 245 

2
'
11 Godli·ey llowitt Papers, privately held. 

242 
Quoted by Neale, 200 I, p. 103. 

24
.1 Water-colour over pencil, 36.0 x 25.5 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs 
James Evans Governor 19!N. Pl34-1989, NGV. 

244 
Neale, 200 I, p. I 07. 

245 This work, clearly ranked highly in the artist's own estimation since his concern for its state of 
preservation was raised in a number of letters over years to friends, including Georgiana McCrae, to 
whom he wrote: "I certainly did intend to paint two blue wrens as a companion to the dead robins, and 
have them li·mned so as to close up like a book"; Bateman to Georgiana McCrae, 20 January and 7 June, 
I X75; MS 1224X, 2X89/l (6), (7). LaTrobe Bateman Papers. LaT. A. MS. Coll., SLY. Also noted by 
Neale, 200 I, p. I OlJ. 
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Plate 37, Edward Bateman (c.1815-1897), Trail of Passion Flowers. Water-colour over 
pencil, 36.0 x 25.5 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs James 
Evans, Governor, 1989. P 13 4- I 989, National Gallery of Victoria. 
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There are several reasons why Bateman may have chosen to present his Trail of Passion 

Flowers to the Howitts, the first being the intrinsic appeal of the plant form itself. Its 

glossy leaves, elegant trailing vines and delicate corkscrew tendrils were bound to appeal 

to a Pre-Raphaelite "sympathiser" as Bateman styled himself and to the Howitts who had 

similarly demonstrated a taste for the Pre-Raphaelite style. 246 The traditional association 

of the flower with symbols of the Passion, originating with Spanish missionaries in South 

America, would have had no appeal for the Howitts with their puritanical Quaker 

background.247 On the contrary, the obsessive, exacting precision of Bateman's botanical 

art, totally lacking in narrative or symbolic content, was the very quality most likely to 

appeal to patrons I ike the Howitts with their serious botanical interests. 

Passion flowers which clearly held special attraction for both the Howitts and Bateman, 

emerge as a sort of decorative leitmotiv in those early colonial years. The Howitts' 

watercolour may have been associated with a charming ball in May, 1855, given by the 

1 ohn Barkers' and attended by many of the "best people" which Alfred Howitt and 

Bateman both living with the Howitts at the time, helped to organise. 248 It may have been 

inspired by the decorative sche1nc Bateman devised for the event, requiring long sprays 

of passion flowers from Phebe Howitt's garden: "With these he made the verandah very 

pretty trailing them along each rafter", she rcported. 249 Possibly, the passion flower 

drawing was presented to her as a memento of her contribution to the ball. Less 

ephemeral were Batctnan' s decorations in the first Barragunda, on the Cape Schanck 

property later purchased by the Howitts which Bateman occupied with their manager, 

Robcti Anderson, frotn the beginning of the 1860s. Writing to Tom Roberts many years 

later, George McCrae described the interior: "It was while he [BatCinan] was staying with 

Anderson and I was visiting ... you would have found the wooden mantelpiece in the old 

Barragunda dining-room completely clothed in passion-flowers: one only of E. L. B.'s 

lovely bits in oils". 250 George McCrae's meaning is unclear here since Bateman was 

246 Edward Bateman to Ucorgiana McCrae, 9 May, I 8H6; MS 12248, 2889/1 (48). LaTrobe Bateman 
Papers. LaT. A. MS. Coli., SL V. 

247 Scoursc, 19X3, p. 49. 
24x To Mary Howitt, I 0 May, 1855; MS. 9356, I 045/2a ( 1 0). Howitt Family Papers. LaT. A. MS. Coli., 

SLY. 
24

lJ Phebe Howitt to Edith I·lowitt, 6 May, I X55; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
250 McCrae, 1927; MS. Ab 112. MLMS., SLNSW. 
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never known to have painted in oils. Aged 84, George McCrae tended to conflate events 

and confuse details, however his identification of the passion flower motif in Bateman's 

decorative scheme is quite clear and unequivocal. 

The Howitts' botanical drawings encapsulate Bateman's distinctive manner. The subtle, 

fastidiously applied colour highlights the central forms that gradually fade into pencil 

lines near the margins as if being enveloped by air. Thus, the deliberate nonfinito of the 

finished work creates an effect of living stems floating on the page, all elements noted by 

critics as distinguishing his style. This is confirmed by the Rothesay Chronicle obituarist 

who, describing Bateman's Australian t1ora as perhaps his most significant work, 

reported as characteristic, "the expedient of leaving part of a drawing at a ruditnentary 

stagc". 251 As Neale points out, the fact that this reviewer cannot have seen Bateman's 

Trail ofPassion Flowers which remained in possession of the Melbourne Howitts, proves 

that it is, in fact, typical of his botanical watercolours?52 

The Howitts and Louisa Anne Meredith's botanical works 

I remained in Melbourne, in the kind and congenial society of dear friends and enJoying 
more of art and literature than had before fallen to my lot on this side of the world.2 3 

Louisa Anne Meredith thus alluded to her hosts, the Godfrey Howitts and their circle, in 

Over the 5'traits,· a Vi.o.,·it to Victoria, an account of her impressions on her first visit to 

Melbourne from Tasmania in 1856. From their landtnark house at the comer of Spring 

and Collins Streets, coyly described as "the chief shrine of our Victorian pilgrimage", she 

b d I . , 1' f- 7')4 o serve t 1e ctty s 1 c.-· In 1854, visiting Tasmania before retun1ing to England, 

Godfrey Howitt's brother, William, had stayed with Louisa Anne Meredith whom he and 

his wife, Mary, had known in England as Louisa Anne Twamley, before her marriage and 

emigration to New South Wales in 1839. After moving to Van Diemen's Land in 1840, 

her publications included My 1 lome in Tasmania in 1852, the first account of life in the 

colony by a woman. By the time of William Howitt's visit in July 1854, he noted: "Mrs 

2s1 Neale,2001, pp.IOI-2. 
2s2 Rothesay Chronicle and Buteshire and West Coast Advertiser, 8 January, 1898, quoted in Neale, 2001, 

pp. 107-X. 
2s3 Meredith, IX61, p. 125. 
2
s

4 Meredith, I X61, pp. X7-XX. 
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Meredith, whose "Wildflowers of England", under her maiden name of Twamley, are 

well known, has painted beautifully the principal wild flowers of this island".255 

255 July 5 I ~54; Howitt, l ~55, 2, p. 367. 
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Plate 38, Louisa Anne Meredith (1812-1895), Study for Gum Flowers and 'Love', c.l860. 
Water-colour, 37.4 x 26.4 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs 
James Evans, Governor 1989. P 166-1989. National Gallery of Victoria 
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Plate 39, Louisa Anne Meredith (1812-1895), Studyfor a group ofMarshjlowers, c.l860. 
Water-colour, 28.5 x 19 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs 
James Evans, Governor, 1989. P/67-1989. National Gallery of Victoria 
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Two watercolours by Meredith, formerly in possession of Howitt family descendants, 

were among the works presented to the National Gallery of Victoria as part of Mrs James 

Evans' donation in 1989. Both are connected with Some of My Bush Friends in 

Tasmania, of 1860, the first of a pair of lavish gift books devoted to Tasmanian flora and 

fauna. The two sheets, Study for Gum Flowers and 'Love', a version of the foreground of 

Plate 5 and Study for a group ofMarshjlowers, related to the foreground of Plate 7 of her 

1860 volume, were more likely to have been presented to the Howitts on a later occasion 

rather than Meredith's first Melboun1e visit in 1856. 256 (Plates 38 and 39) According to 

her grand daughter, this was when her first meeting with Bateman occurred. It 

eventuated in his contribution to the design of her two most elaborate Tasmanian nature 

books, the first of 1860 and the second, Last Series: Bush Friends in Tasmania, of 

1891.257 

In addition to her attcn1pts to earn money in the colony through her own writing and 

painting as she had done in England, Meredith was ever on the lookout for positions for 

her husband and her three sons and her first visit to Melbourne was probably motivated 

by both those aims. The Godfrey Howitts' hospitality was particularly useful for 

Meredith who was well known as a writer but always financially hard pressed. The 

Howitt connection meant an immediate entree to the best social and artistic circles of 

post-gold rush Melbourne, the wealthiest, fastest growing city of the period. Having been 

part of the intimate little circle around Lieutenant-Governor La Trobe until his 1854 

departure, the Howitts were on calling terms with his successors Sir Charles and Lady 

Hotham. On the first occasion, Phebe and Edith Howitt had found Lady Hotham to be 

''tolerably pleasant hut rather prim". 25 x However, less than a year later, Phebe Howitt 

described an unscheduled visit from Lady Hotham who "called today while we were at 

dinner. .. walked round the garden said it was in nice order" and on leaving begged her to 

"bring her little hoy ... to Toorack"?59 Such an incident suggests a surprising degree of 

25
(' Water-colour, respectively 37.4 x 26.4 and 28.5 x 19 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of 
Victoria by Mrs James Evans Governor 19~N. P. 166-1989 and P.167-1989. NGV. 

257 Meredith, I 891. In her preface, Meredith acknowledged Bateman's contribution of the poem titles and 
the cover designs of both her books. Louisa Anne Norvill to William Moore, 4 June [1933]; MS 12248, 
2889/2. La Trobc Bateman Papers. LaT. A. Coli., SLY. 

25x To Mary Howitt, 24 September, 1854; quoted in Walker, 1971, p. 75, n. 11. 
259 Phebe Howitt to Edith Howitt, 21/25 June, 1855; Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
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informality in upper social circles during the first decades of Melbourne's life. This 

together with their Quaker dislike of ceretnony and sense of duty towards those in need, 

may help to explain the Howitts' apparent readiness to accommodate not only relatives 

like William and Alfred Howitt but also a seemingly endless stream of acquaintances 

including Bateman, W oolner and the Merediths for significant periods at their Collins 

Street residence. It was through the Howitts that Meredith was introduced to 

Melbourne's post-gold rush artist circle, then arguably, the largest and most vital in the 

country, resulting in lasting friendships with von Guerard, Chevalier and Georgiana 

McCrae amongst others. 

Changing patterns of patronage: birth of the colonial public sector 

A sudden change occurred in the Howitt household sometime in the second half of 1856 

or beginning of 1857 when Phebe Howitt aged about 56, suffered from what was 

probably a severe stroke, forcing her to withdraw completely from normal, everyday 

life. 2
6Cl While she lingered for seven more years until 1864, this moment marked the end 

of her personal support for Bateman and of his residence with the family at Collins 

Strcct.261 Around the time of Phebe Howitt's collapse, one of the most significant 

developments for colonial artists was the transition to autonomous government in 

Victoria, a process begun in 1851. In November, 1855, Hotham nominated the first 

responsible govcrnn1cnt marking the point when official patronage in the form of 

government or council cotnmissions became viable, particularly for Bateman with his 

unusual range of specialist skills. The willingness of friends in official positions to 

en1ploy hin1 is shown by his I X57 commission to design the landscaping and the Systems 

Garden of Melbourne University. Neale suggests that this was due not only to the 

Chancellor, Redmond Barry, but also to his council member, Dr Godfrey Howitt.262 

A !though this employment was timely, Bateman was essentially hmneless during that 

21
'
0 A stroke seems to have been the cause. Her daughter, Edith Mary Anderson (1834-1864), also suffered 
from a severe stroke at a similar age fi·mn which she died in 1884. 

261 Family members were reluctant to discuss her condition even with immediate relatives. Alfred Howitl, 
now working at his uncle's Caulfield farm, wrote to his sister:" ... I have never said much to you about 
my aunt lor the best or reasons that I don't know much more than you do ... Bateman has taken up his 
quarters with the Bartons and no [sic] one scarcely sees him now"; to Anna Mary Howitt, 10 August, 
1857; MS 9356 1045/2b (6). Howitt Family Papers. LaT. A. MS. Coli., SLY. 

2
('

2 N calc, 200 I, p. 14X. 
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period. When he joined Alfred Howitt at Femtree Gully in mid 1858 intending to winter 

in a self-built log cabin, Howitt observed; "[he] seems to have an . . . unaccountable 

aversion to making them pay enough". 263 It was not until the early 1860s that Bateman 

was again accommodated by the Howitts when he and their station manager, Robert 

Anderson, lived on their newly acquired property, Barragunda, at Cape Schanck. 

The Howitt circle: colonial books and botanical design 

The most immediate and long term outcome of Meredith's 1856 .Melbourne stay with the 

Howitts were the surpassingly elegant designs of native motifs Bateman contributed to 

her Tasmanian botanical gift books, of 1860 and 1891.264 In 1859, he visited Meredith at 

Twamley, Tasmania, where according to her grand daughter, Louisa Anne Norvill: 

" ... he designed the cover of the first Bush Friends, and did the omamentallettering"_265 

Thirty years later when Meredith and her grand daughter stayed with Bateman in 

Scotland, he again contributed the cover design and poem titles for her second voltnne 

Last Series: Bush Friend'i in Tasmania, published in 1891.266 After Phebe Howitt's 

stroke, her husband Godfrey, and two successive generations of the Robert Anderson 

family, continued to support Meredith's publications with advance orders and by 

supplying lists of subscribers as guarantors to the publisher, including prominent names 

such as the Govcmor and Lady Loch for use on the printed prospectus.267 

While Meredith's vibrantly coloured images are painstakingly observed and attractively 

composed, Bateman rated her foregrounds as poor and he must have disapproved 

particularly of Gum Flowl!n' and 'Lovl! ', the very itnage she presented to the Howitts 

since her grand daughter reported: " ... L. A. Meredith would in her flower drawings put a 

leaf with a hole in it, or one an insect had eaten; and Bateman said that was not right, as 

you should only paint or draw perfect things". 26x (Plate 38) Bateman's comments on the 

YJJ A.W. Howitt to Anna Mary Ilowitt, X June, 1858; quoted in Walker, 1971, p. 93, n. 2. 
264 Bateman's design for the binding of Bush Friends is rated as one ofthe best examples ofthe Victorian 

era by Neale, 200 I p. 60. 
26·~ Norvill to William Moore, 4 June [ 1933]; MS 12248, 2889/2. LaTrobe Bateman Papers. La T.A. MS. 

Coli., SLY. 
266 Meredith, 1891. 
267 Louisa Anne Meredith to "Edie' Anderson, 15 January 1888, 15 February 1889 and to Robert Anderson 

26 February 1889; Godfi·cy Howitt Papers, privately held. 
26s MS 12448, 28XY/2. LaTrobe Bateman Papers. LaT. A. MS Coil., SLY. 
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quality of her art, later summarized by Bernard Smith as "never quite those of the 

professional botanist and zoologist", may point to one reason for their lack of success 

either in the colony or in England.269 

A further outcome of the Howitts' introduction of Bateman and Meredith may have been 

that their 1859 collaboration on book design provided a point of inspiration for 

Bateman's series of botanical designs for the initials and finals of the Melbourne Public 

Library Catalogue of 1861.270 The timing of Meredith's Bush Friends in1860 when she 

again visited Victoria and the appearance of the library catalogue the following year are 

close. The Howitts' interest in Bateman's designs is shown by a set of 10 coloured prints 

of the library's initial headings and finals in possession of descendants which were 

donated to the National Gallery of Victoria in 1989.271 (Plate 40) The preface of the 

catalogue, almost certainly by Barry, draws attention to the unprecedented use of native 

flora as decorative motifs and to the outstanding quality and elegance of the designs.272 

Bateman may also have intended to incorporate thctn in his own projected Victorian 

flora, as N calc suggests, had such a work materialised?73 

269 Quoted in Moyal, 19X I, p. 34X, n. 33. 
270 Melbourne, I X61. 
271 Wood engraving and letterpress, approx. 21 x 17 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria 

by Mrs James Evans, Governor, 19H9. (PI41 - 150/l989) NGV. A complete set of coloured proofs is 
preserved in the State Library of Victoria; sec Neale, 200 I, p.55. 

272 Melbourne, I X61, p. x. 
273 Neale, 200 I, p. 55. 
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Plate 40, Edward Bateman (c. 1815-1897), B Initial and Final: Billardiera Longiflora Lab, for 
the Catalogue qj' the Melbourne Public Library, 1861. Wood engraving and letter press, 22.0 x 
17.0 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs James Evans, Governor, 
1989. P 142-1989. National Gallery of Victoria 
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Plate 41. Edward Bateman (c./815-1897), Four Hand Drawn Decorated Initials, B, CD 
and E. Red ink over traces c?l pencil, 24.9 x 17.1 em. Presented through The Art 
Foundation C?l Victoria hy Mrs James Evans, Governor, 1989. Pl40-1989. National 

Gallery of Victoria. 
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Associated with these library designs is a sheet of four hand-drawn decorated initials, B, 

C, D and E in red ink, formerly belonging to Howitt family descendants and part of the 

1989 Evans' donation. 274 (Plate 41) As Neale has observed it is not known precisely 

how these decorated initials were to be used or when and for whom they were first 

produced. 275 Meredith's grand-daughter, Louisa Anne Norvill, also mentions decorated 

initials that Bateman drew for her together with designs for borders in ivy leaf and other 

foliage. Tracings of similar designs are still preserved amongst the private papers of 

Howitt descendants, such ephemera revealing the Howitts' typicaltnid Victorian taste for 

the ubiquitous f1oraltnotifs which en1bellished every conceivable object and surface. On 

Bateman's advice, Phebe Howitt finally chose for her drawing ro01n: "flowers of all hues 

scarcely two alike, one of the richest looking 

carpets I have ever seen", in 1855?76 

On the occasion of Edith Howitt's marriage to 

Robert Anderson in 1866, Bateman designed 

an exquisite cabinet ornamented with painted, 

open fretwork leafage to house her collections 

of ferns, seaweed and shells in her new 

residence, 'Barragunda' at Cape Schanck.277 

Photographs around the time of her 1narriage 

show her wearing an elegant corded purse for 

which there is a drawing amongst a set of 

such designs based on floral motifs, still in the 

possession of Howitt descendants?78 
(Plate 42) 

Plate 42, Edith Mmy Anderson (m?e Howitt), Carte-de-visite, c. 1867. Private Collection 

274 Red ink over traces or pencil on ivory paper, 4 plain bordered contiguous panels, each measuring 5 x 
13.8 em.; sheet measurement 24.9 x 17.1 em. Presented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs 
James Evans, Governor, !9X9. PI40/19~N. NOV. A suggested identification ofthe !lora is B, 
Leptospcrmum (ti-tree); C, i\diantum (maidenhair fern); D, Eucalyptus; E, Boronia is given in Neale, 
2001,p.55. 

175 Neale, 2001, pp. 55-6. 
276 Letter to Edith Howitt, 2 June, I 855; Godfl·ey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
277 Bateman to Edith Howitt, 28 March, 1866; MJEP, NOV. 
27

H Godfrey Howitt Papers, privately held. 
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Outcomes 

In 1860 Godfrey Howitt's acquisition of the Cape Schanck property, Barragunda, 

effectively provided a stable base for Bateman which he shared with their manager, 

Robert Anderson, until Anderson's marriage to Edith Howitt in 1866. Bateman's pursuit 

of his drawing projects, notably slowing by 1858, seems to have revived during his time 

at Barragunda.279 A review of an exhibition at Charles Summer's studio in 1862, 

described some beautiful studies from nature by him made in the neighbourhood of Cape 

Schanck although whether these included botanical drawings is not stated.280 The 

increasing number of public and private commissions in the mid 1860s, including his 

involvement in designs for the new Barragunda and the landscaping of its garden for the 

Howitts, must have impeded progress. However, there is evidence that Bateman regarded 

his Australian flora drawings as amongst his most important work and entrusted it during 

his absences to the Howitts for safe-keeping. The last mention of it is a peremptory note 

to Edith Anderson's husband after a severe, irrecoverable injury to his right arm caused 

his departure for England in 1869: "I want my drawings of native flowers particularly, 

and would you please bring then1 with you".281 

Conclusion 

The Howitts' active engagement in Bateman's early colonial career and the hospitality 

they extended to him and to Louisa Anne Meredith, effectively encouraged their artistic 

endeavours. Louisa Anne Meredith immediately benefited from her introduction to the 

Howitts' extensive social and intellectual circles, the artistic collaboration with Bateman 

on her Tasmanian gift hooks being a notable outcome of her Melboun1e stay with them in 

I gs6. Phebe llowitt' s sudden, permanently incapacitating illness later that year changed 

the nature of the t~unily's patronage. Although from then onwards, comtnissions for 

public works were offered by members of their circle such as Redmond Barry, first 

Chancellor of the University who attetnpted to assist Bateman, later stating: " ... in one 

instance his demand was so moderate that I obtained for him 1nore than he asked".
282 

279 Thomas Woolner to Cicorgiana McCrae, n.d, September, I H5X; MS 12831, F359l/6. McCrae Family 
Papers. LaT. A. MS. Coli., SLY. 

2
K

0 Argus, 29 December, I X62; quoted in Whitelaw, 1976, p. 6, n. II. 
2

K
1 Dated 26 August, I H69; NGV, M.IEP. 

2
K

2 Argus, 25 May, I HM~, p. 6; quoted in Neale, 200 I, p. 191, n. 40. 
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)\.ccommodation at the Howitts~ Cape Schanck property, Barragunda, from 1860 until 

1866 was again available to the itinerant Bateman and provided a stable base when gaps 

occurred between etnployment as a decorator and landscape and architectural designer. It 

vvas the Howitts' continuing interest over three generations in long term, unprofitable 

ventures such as Bateman's Victorian nora and Louisa Anne Meredith's botanical gift 

books which helped to keep them alive. 

!larder to quantify is the undoubted intellectual and scientific contribution that the 

llowitts made to the early colony, particularly in specialist fields such as botany and 

entomology. Godfrey Howitt's presence on many scientific boards and societies, 

including the Council of the University of Melbourne and his endowment of three 

university scholarships in the natural sciences has been noted. However, the presence of 

such families as the Howitts, cultivated, educated, expert in various scientific fields and 

involved in the arts, must have been of inestimable value to those early governors and 

administrators, LaTrobe, Barry and the like, who were resolved to develop their vision of 

Han increasingly prosperous colony that it should be not only Christian but a highly 

educated community, well versed in the arts and sciences".283 

=~~n Reilly, 2004, p. I. 
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Conclusion 

It is most unlikely that Dr Godfrey Howitt's Quaker family left their native Nottingham 

with art works in their possession. Traditionally, Friends associated objects of aesthetic 

value with at best, sinful luxuries of the flesh and at worst, popery. Although both 

Godfrey and Phebe Howitt had been born into staunchly Quaker families, they together 

with relatives on both sides, later rejected Quaker separatism and its prescriptions on 

political and social engagement, aesthetic appreciation and the life of the mind. By the 

ti1mc of the Howitt's emigration in 1840, they were atypical of Friends. Two of Godfrey 

I-Iowitt's brothers, Richard and William, and William's wife, Mary, were by then 

renowned as writers. Willian1 was already famed for his forceful radicalism. Godfrey 

Howitt's cultural orientation was predominantly scientific and also, particularly in his 

w·ife Phebe's case, literary. Although Godfrey Howitt was characteristically reticent on 

political issues, the indications arc that as close friends of the Superintendent of the Port 

Phillip District, the tlunily espoused the general position of the upper classes into which 

they were rapidly absorbed on their arrival in 1840. 

The culture they transplanted was endemic to the rigorous intellectual climate of non

confonnist Midlands Lngland. Both Godfrey and the William Howitts resigned from the 

Society of Friends as the nineteenth century progressed as did many of their relations. 

Their re-alignment with Unitarianism, both in England and in Australia, is proof of their 

identification with a middle to upper-middle class group whose distinguished intellectual, 

cultural and philanthropic achievements made an impact quite disproportionate to its size. 

~lith this particular mind-set, a number of pre-existing conditions in the colony provided 

tt.~rtilc ground l()r the striking or Howitt roots. The background of the Superintendent of 

the Port Phillip District, as a nonconf~mnist Moravian, had much in common with the 

1~1 owitts. !\ slwrcd passion I(Jr the natural sciences, botany and horticulture led the 

l-h)witt nunily to the smalL inner-most sanctum of personal friends of LaTrobe and his 

\ivifc. Their closeness to the scat of executive power meant, in practical terms, that the 

Howitts knew or had access to everyone of note in the colony. 

Culturally, professionally and materially, the Howitts arrived at the Port Phillip District 

··dressed for success". Due to Godfrey Howitt's thriving Nottingham medical practice, 
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the family had the means and money to establish itself without delay. Howitt's 

professional qualifications were the key to his prosperity. The income generated was 

constant and the careful accumulation of wealth insulated the family to a considerable 

degree from the economic and seasonal swings to which city merchants and settlers on 

the land alike were vulnerable. 

Despite their lack of background in the creative arts, both the English and the Australian 

f[owitts' interest in art burgeoned during the course of 1840s. Among the Howitts' close 

friends in the colony were the professional portraitist, Georgiana McCrae, and 

Superintendent La Trobe, who was an accomplished water-colourist. The Melbourne 

f[owitts' connection with artists was further reinforced in the early 1850s by input from 

the English Howitts who had met the young avant-garde Pre-Raphaelite painters in 

London. The contact was their feminist painter daughter, Anna Mary Howitt and her 

fiance at the time, Edward Bateman, brilliant, multi-talented designer and Pre-Raphaelite 

sympathiser. William Howitt and his sons' two-year visit to Victoria, 1852-1854, meant 

that when LaTrobe's cousin, Bateman, and the sculptors Woolner and Smith also arrived 

in Melbourne during the gold rush, they were presented to the Australian Howitts as 

social equals by their English relations. 

The Melboumc Howitts' patronage can be seen essentially in terms of such friendships. 

On one hand their collection, consisting of the categories of portraiture, landscape and 

botanical art, was in itself traditional. On the other hand, it was of very high quality, 

representing exclusively modetn works by contemporary local artists. Unlike wealthy 

immigrants taking up large rural landholdings who arrived with Old Master paintings -or 

copies - in their possession, the Howitts represented new, educated middle class patterns 

of collecting.n4 This aspect of their collection can be seen as a reflection of 

contemporary urban middle class, new wealth collecting in England. Dianne Sachko 

1\llacleod's investigation shows that English collectors bought modern art and their 

preference, like the Howitts', was for highly finished works which closely imitated the 

objects represented. 2x5 

H
4 Vaughan, 1976, pp. 2, 5, 6 IT 

2x5 Macleod, 1996. 
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A salient point for a study of early patronage in the Port Phillip District is that the 

Howitts' relationship with the artists extended far beyond the mere fact of ownership of 

works of art by them. They recognized that their artist friends needed more support than 

just a one-off acquisition or commission for a work of art and they responded in a number 

of highly effective ways. Phebe Howitt's influence prevailed in the first decade and a 

half in the Port Phillip District. Her earliest known experience of patronage occurred in 

1845 when she attempted to assist her friend Georgiana McCrae at a time of dire financial 

crisis. The immediate post-gold rush period in Melbourne, 1853-54, saw the birth of an 

artist community. The Howitts' support of empty-handed artists returning from the 

goldfields far exceeded the bounds of conventional patron-artist relationships. It was also 

an eloquent expression of deeply ingrained Quaker principles and Non-Conformist belief 

in duty towards the needy. 

In their first years in the colony, both Woolncr and Bateman can be seen to have operated 

almost exclusively within the Howitts' considerable personal network of Port Phillipian 

notables, both friends and relations. The Howitts encouraged, indeed advised Woolner 

to return to London in order to advance his career. This he complied with, his 

unquenchable ambition for fame and fortune undoubtedly being fanned by a desire to 

redress the inevitable concerns of Edith Howitt's family about her marriage with a then 

unknown and penniless sculptor. Back in England, Woolner's career flourished. He 

executed a nun1bcr of orders in London from the Melbourne Howitts and their circle, for 

bronze casts of the plaster portrait medallions originally commissioned to him in 1853 

and 1854 in the colonies. 

Louisa Anne Meredith's account of her I X 56 visit to the Howitts shows their personal 

circle to have been a centre of artistic and literary talent in Melbourne which inspired 

longstanding friendships and artistic collaboration. However, Phebe Howitt's stroke later 

that year, brought to an end the very individual style of patronage she had exercised from 

the colony's earliest days. Meanwhile, by the mid 1850s, conditions in the colony were 

changing rapidly. A developing public sector with the constn1ction of public and cultural 

institutions such as the University and the Public Library meant that the state, too, 

became a source of commissions for local artists. Members of the Howitts' circle were in 

the driving scat, La Trobc and Barry first atnong then1, assisted by reliable old friends 
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sueh as Godfrey Howitt. This was significant for artists like Bateman since Barry and 

Howitt saw to it that commissions went his way for designs, decoration and landscaping 

for the new official buildings. 

Godfrey Howitt's 1860 purchase of a von Guerard landscape and his willingness to allow 

his new Cape Schanck property, Barragunda, to be used as an artist camp, attest to his 

continuing support of artistic endeavour. An artist's life was arduous and uncertain and 

even the highly organized von Guerard struggled financially until his full-time 

appointment to the National Gallery of Victoria in 1870. Thus the use of such a refuge 

was a real advantage even at a stage when Bateman, von Guerard and Chevalier all 

appear to have enjoyed some measure of success. For Bateman, it was the Howitts who 

provided him once again with the nearest thing to a permanent home at Barragunda. 

The willingness of the Howitt family to lend their patronage and support to their artist 

friends did not stop when Godfrey Howitt died in 1873, "thoroughly honoured both by 

the profession and the public ... long looked up to as the father of the profession in 

Victoria". 286 His daughter, Edith who became on her marriage, Edith Anderson, 

continued the family's tradition and her marital home, the rebuilt Barragunda, was a 

much loved destination for old family friends of her mother's generation such as 

Georgiana McCrae and Louisa Anne Meredith. (Plate 43) While the decades 

encompassing the I X40s to the 1 870s represent the most intense period of the Howitts' 

engagement with their artist friends, the links were maintained by the next generation, 

both with those remaining in the colony and those who had left, Bateman and Chevalier 

in 1869 and von Clucrard in I XX I. 

The significance of the Howitts' patronage lies as tnuch in their capacity to acknowledge 

the importance of artists in their society as in the works of art they acquired. Their 

readiness to support their artist friends atnounted to an intellectual patronage fonned by 

their nonconformist origins but the generosity of spirit and cultural vision they displayed 

surmounted the limits of their Quaker origins and the conventions of their day. 

2
H

6 The Australian Medical .Journal, 1974, n.p. 
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Plate 43, Georgiana McCrae (1804-1890), View l~lBarragundafrom the Garden, April 9
111 

1869. Water
colour and pencil, !H.O x 24.5 em. Pres·ented through The Art Foundation of Victoria by Mrs James 
Evans, Governor, /989. P 114-1989. National Ga!le1y c~l Victoria. 
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